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(FOREMOST PAPER IN HARDING COUNTY.)
'With Malice toward None, with Charity for All. and with Firnmess in thp
VOL. XIX

ROY. HARDING COUNTY.IVEVV MEXICO, SATURDAY,

No. 15,

CASE AGAINST MORA
TY COMMISSIONERS
MISSED
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ABERNATHY

:
nvuc ui Jl,
iitQ pruiiuiiemi young
couples of Roy stole a march on

their many friends last

Satur-Ro- y

day and slipped away to Raton
where they were quietly married.
Rev. Rufus C, Baker, pastor of
the M. E. church of that place
pronounced the words that made
Mr. Ellis Abernathy and Miss
Laska Gray man and wife. Nel
Benson and Ira Bemstorf of Roy
accompanied the happy young
couple to the Pass City and were
the only witnesses to the cere'
mony.
Neither of these young folks
need any introduction
to the
people of Roy as both have been
residents for the past several
years. Mrs. Abernathy 'is the
charming daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. IT. A. Gray, formerly of
this place but now of Fayett- REV. POPE
ville, Ark., and, who has been
employed as assistant to the
agent at the depot. Mr. A heir
Rev. Pope, who is holding a
nathy is the only son of G. R. a revival at Mosquero, will prea-Abernathy of Roy and i recog-c- h
at Mosquero Church next
nized as one of the exempliarv Monday night, May 1st.
young citizens of the communiHe is from Tulsa, Okla. and he
ty.
is known as the boy preacher in
The happy young couple an- - Oklahoma, come out and hear
nounce that they will reside, him, he s one of the best preaand' will be at home to their chers we have ever heard, and if
many friens. on their ranch you miss it you will always rehome ten miles north of Roy
gret notcoming, so come.
His
n
The
extends subject will be "Morphine tablets
congratulations and wish1"? for a of Hell." Every body is invited
long and happy mamed life.
to come .
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H. KENNARD

& SONS PURCHASE COPES DAIRY

r

Announcement is made that
H. Kennard & Sons of southeast

Roy Post No. 33 of the American Legion has received a large
silk American flag and also a
fine Legion banner, both of

of Roy have purchased the equip
mcnt of the
dairy

.
.
h the m
nas
tne
operaiea
ior
i.uiat4 several"?c"yea rs by the Cope s gn the construction
of their
.
h
th
f
Pf Kennards transferred all oí ne
:
j
.
to
belongings
home
thou:
the
willI
:J
fl
th f
lodge room.
tomers frcm tht- noirf . It is the main
their intention to maintain the j
high standard of service in the! Sam Halterman has retrrned
future that has been rendered from Ocaté and will make his y
j ture home on the mesa.
their predecessors.
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SUBSCRIPTION $ 2.00 PER YEAR.
GRAY
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Death has again entered, our
Homestead Lodge No. 46 and
The news has been received in
Harmony Rebekah Lodge ' cele- little city and this time has takney Armi jo to Remove Counthat Wm. Barrett, father of
ty Commissioners of Mora
brated the One Hundred Third en from us one of our most prom Rolen Barrett, passed away at
Anniversary of Oddfellowship at inent citizens, Pablo P. Branch, Barrett, Kansas at 4 o'clock last
Co mty Dismissed by Judge
their hall Wednesdya evening. who passed awayAt 8 o'clock Monday evening. Mr. Barrett
Mechem.
home in visited in Roy a few weeks ago
The joint celebration was well Monday evening
n
Speei.tf to the
attended and about 125 members Roy after a. lingering ilness of and helped.-carfor his son Rolen
In the case of the State vs. and visitors were seated at the several months from that dread- during his recent operation for
Pedro Maes, Harry Irwin and: fine banquet served during the ed disease, sclerosis..
appendicitis at. the Plumlee HosMari;: no Gonzales, county com- - evening.
Mr. Branch was one of Roy s pital, returning home with his
missioners for Mora county bro- - ' A number of visitors were most honored citizens, having son only' a few weeks ago and
ught by a petition sworn to by present from the sorrounding lived here since 1904 just a year was taken down with pneumonia
Sen-- ; community and several Lodges after the town', was founded and
Zenol.io Salazar,
which resuted in his death. We
ator of Mora county, in which had delegates present at the
has always been a booster for clip the following from the Frank
it was asked that the co-- ' lebration. Clayton was repre-unt- y the town and worked continually fort Kansas Daily Index of April
commissioners be removed sented by Miles Rumley and wife for its betterment.
25th:
from office for incompetency Tucumcari by Mr. C. Smith,
He was born in February 1870
William Barrett, who had been
and gross negligence in the dis- - Vaughn by Mr. A. Norns. Visi at Mora. Ne.w Mex, and wás the
ill
at his home in Barrett for secharge ot their duties in per- tors were also present from Da- son of the' late Mr. and Mrs.
weeks, passed away at 4
veral
and
Springer
mitting warrants to be drawn wson, Mosquero,
Alejandro Branch of that place o'clock Monday
afternoon.
and approved for the alleged Mills.
and at the age of 21 years came
payment of bills against the
A number of addresses were to this'' mesa and the following
The deceased was born in Ohio
county which were not verified made during the evening, the year was married to ' Beatriz seventy-fiv- e
years ago, and came
as required by Section 1220 and principal address being made by
daughter of Mr. and to Kansas with his parents, the
xzzz oí me compnea laws oi me itev. nussen lormeny vi xiu.y, JVirs. Juan Jos Rodriguez of this A. G. Barrett and wife, when on- State of 1915, District Attor- - but now located at Dawson. His piace. For several years he ly eight years of age, and had
ney Armijo. and-'O- .
0. Askren address gave a complete outline ,taUght school at Albert and Sa-- spent nearly all his life in the
Las Vegas, appeared for the of the growth of this great order bino and other sch00is jn eastera village of Barrett, where the
State and Mr. E P. Davies of during its 103 years of existence Union County. In 1898 he home family located on arriving in
Santa Fe appeared for the coun- - and some of the great work steaded out on the old Union Marshall county. He was a sple- '
being done by the order. Talks County jne an(j pr0ved up on ndid man , and numbered his
ty commissioners.
Mr. Daves filed a demurrer to were also made by Mayor F,nr--1 whaf io known na the nlH Tirnnrh friends bji the number cf his ac-the notition of Senator Salazar, sheim. incoming Mayor bibbs h nmíetíir) líitor in 1 Qfl4 ho miw auaintances. and will be ereatlv
setting up that the Section 1220 also by a number of other local e(j
Roy 'then in its infancy missed in the community, as well
and 11522, which were alleged to speakers.
.
flnd in 1906 erected a hotel near; as by his family and many other
hav- leen violated were not tne
relatives.
The whole evening was one ot where the Spanish American
of the law governing pleasure to those present and fice now stan(js &n which was
Besides his wife, one son Ro- the bills or accounts In question, the goodfellowship growing out destroyed in the firP of 1916.
len, and two daughters. Mrs. J.E.
yvnici mns were lor ruau won oi uie xiieemis vm
Mr Branch was the father of Conklin and Mrs. Roy Posey,
mcurrea unaer me county. roaa ang eneci on me two uuuivuts 12 children, 8 sons and 4 daught both of Hubbell, Neb., and two
T
superintendent, and all, of which of the order.
TIT
TT .1J1
ers; six of which have preceded
ívirs. vvm .rioimam oí
The two Lodges at Roy have him to. the Grert Beyond. lie sisters.
bills 'were governed by the pro- Frankfort, and Mrs. George Van
vision of Chapter 99 of the laws a membership that places them leaves to mourn his death a sor Vlipt. of BfliTctt snrviw him
staof 1919. and not by Section 1220 among thft strongest of the
wife, three sons, Carlos, and have the sympathy of all in
te, The Odd Fellows having a
and 1222 at all
their groaf loss.
This,
JfW'i ChaPter 99 "iei?berl1lÍ?íter1, Í
Tillie and Beatriz be- tersAnna,
The funeral services will
ar
a sirni
the
lawsof 1919 clearly providing dred
sides a numb8r of sisters and bro held at the Barrett church at
Fiemberships
The
incurred
number.
that such bills shall be
a,ld Iriends Out 3 o'clock Wednesday afternoon,
under direction of the county eludes some of the best citizen- sged
son Benni
t
with burial in the Barrett cemero- -1 sunenntendent and approv- - ship of the town and mesajn
jugt lg d
ior
Mhen
tery. .
ed by him and thus paid.
, these two orders and
babl hastened
and thig
death
tter hearing argument . on the past many years has added h- death
Wm. Bowman was in town
mesa.
Tuesday
whole
transacting " business:
of
the
Mr.
of
contention
sustained th
teraities
and father He report no
.affectionate
husband
iain at his place.
Davies and dismissed the case.
and had raised a family that iu
MORE PRAIRIE FIRES
A similar action is pending in
was proud of. Inl917 he erected
the District Court, brought at
i'í .1 inome m nlvoy wnere
oeautnui
wfiat.li-vpvv
1
h
rlrv
U
-the suit affainst
thf samp t.imp
uvunj; uv "t;
j j
he has since resided and which
the county commissioners, ask- - er for the past several months lis one f the beautiful homes
ing for the removal of Hon. and the consequent larse
!of the town.
McGrath, Assessor of age of dead grass, prairie fires
II
The funeral was held Wedit'
the county, on the ground of in- - on the mesa have been of almost nesday
morning
ai
llo'clock
at
i'p.r.
Mr, Davies daily occurance. Great cara ha
mmiiptpticv in off
;
Mass
a uv, avaVniaA tw nlrr.nst i vrv- - the bt. Georges
Ohurch:
4.u
j
.
1 lieu a uciiiui
xci ill tua vaoc, ouu uecu caví ví.jv
said in the morning and
was
lights
or
to
fires
regards
in
probable
one
the
highly
that
it is
will take the same action of any nature where thsrc ere .lowing this a splendid talk was
;
,nt fvpn ' it t maae oy ivev. ramer vacnon
u uc- 4.1. :
a
vi 6""i
ill 1111 Viioc iiiiu ouabain
iitiuo nf
of this man and com- murrer and dismiss the ase this there has been an exception who spoke
I'amiiy. A
me
sorrowing
ioiiCv.
good
acreage
of
agahst McGrath, when same ally large
larpfe process on fo'lowed th rp
spring.
destroyed
this
ture
ap for hearing.
Roy Cemetery WedOne of the largest of these mains to the
nesday
.noon
where Jje was laid
Sunday
after
last
fires occured
FAREWELL PARTY
by
to
rest
side of his son
the
The Loyal Sunday School noon and evening on the T. E. Eennie who passed away
a few
Class of the Baptist Church, en- - Mitchell pasture about
days
ago.
was
The
in
funeral
Roy
of
southeast
miles
Weatherill eisrht
Mrs.
Doáás
charge
of
Undertaker
foi-fv.
awoTvf hv flames.
iin.iA,i of a
111(1 IlCl tWU UClUlillUCl.'O ait
,ciuj.iv.j
and all business houses
well party at the Caris home when approximately 11,000 acres
closed in Roy fr0111 10 to V A.
bee
has
as
fire,
this
numFighting
larg3
Monday evening. A
M. iii honor of Mi Branch.
her of friends were present. The the experience witn omers,
'
The Spanish American oí
to
the
avail
owing
no
evening was spent in music and of little or
which
Mr. Braiach has been a
the
gavr"s. At a late hour refresh- - brisk wind which spread suo- reader since it was first edite?1
is
"rapidly.
It
merits "were served, which con- - flames very
Mitch-i- n extends the deepest of sympathy
sisted of a large cake decorated posed that the fue on the
to the bereaved family in these
the class colors made espec-- . ell ranch was caused! by a bolt dark hours of sorrow.
electrical
an
lightning
np.pAsion
a6
hv one of !of
ioiiir
tha
icvri.T
v"
storm passed over that country
tha members of tha class.
CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Weatherill will leave the Sunday.
oriunknown
of
fire
Another
later part of the week for OklaThru the columns of the Spanhoma, "but it is hoped that she gin broke out Sunday afternoon ish American we want to thank
adjoining
will return in the near future to in the large . pasthre
our many relatives and friends
the Roy cemetery near town
make her "home here.
for the kindness and help given
us during the sicknass. death
and burial of our beloved husband and father. May God
bless eaeh and every one of you
ex-Sta-

1922.

BARRETT

Suit Brought by District Attor-
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FATHER OF ROLEN
BARRETT DEAD
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Work Shoe
Made over the Munson
last. Special at

$2.95
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Tires Tires Tires

w

Better look your tires over.
You will be needing some this
summer so get the kind that
you know are good.

i
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WE SELL

Mrs. Pablo P. Branch
and children.

Wire, Nails and Stock Salt
Garden and Field Seeds

Furniture and Gaskets
A Full Line of General
and Meats

Mordían-dis-

e

ROY TRADING COMPANY
,

A Profitable Pfece to Trade.

eur prayer.

Whiloin Tucumcari last Wednesday Editor Johnson called on
the Goodmans' and spent a few
moments with this good family.
Young Joe was somewhat peeved
over tke statement m the paper
of last week in which ,we statid
that we heard he was married;
Joe says he wouldn't care if it
had been, so, but as there is nothing to it that it was not much
fun to receive congratulations
when they are not due. He has
promised to give us a weeks notice when it really happens and
we in turn will give him a co
lumn write-u- p
and we get a box
of cigars for his Roy friends in
the deal. Joe said he never dreamed so many Tucumcari people
read the S. A. until he begun receiving congratulations last week
Well Joe it is our treat now, and
yours later,

.'.')

EAR'

SOAP SPECIAL
Six bars Peets Naptha
Six bars Crystal White
Three bars Whitd Eagle

j

Three bars Crema

Oil- -

Eighteen bars for $1 .09
You save 30 cents. The supply will not last
long, so get your lot now.
-

;
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Floersheim Mercantile Co.
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All Played Out at
Quitting Time?
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Tke World's Greatest Tonic
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THE FIGHT.

FOOT-EAS-
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gave never the slightest sign of comprehending that there bad been a fight
about her. Having no' real cognizance
of Messrs. Bender and Milholland except as Impediments to the advance of
learning, she did not even look demure.

,

Synopsis. With his grandfather,
small Ramsey Milholland Is watching- the "Decoration Day Parade"
in the home town. The old genUe-maa veteran of the Civil war,
endeavors to Impress the youngster with the significance ot the
great conflict, and many years afterward the boy was to remember
his words with startling- vividness.
In the schoolroom, a few years
afterward, Ramsey is not distinguished for remarkable ability,
though his pronounced dislikes are
arithmetic, "Recitations" and German. In sharp contrast to Ramsey's backwardness is the precocity
of little Dora Tocum, a young lady
whom In his bitterness he denominates "Teacher's Pet"

toot-bat-

aa sttHbtj
wtflietit
. uo.oaa
nonada
n

of Powder for th
i
rere sed bj eut Army sod Nary dar-- j
In las war.
Cm AIAEVS FOOT-EAS- K

n,

Ial

SQUEEZED
TO DEATH

CHAPTER

When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful it
is csuail an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

CHAPTER

III.

Continued.

Here was a serious affront, at least
to Ramsey Mllholland's way of think
ing; for Ramsey, also now proved
sensitive. He quieted his friends.
Shut up !" and advanced toward
Wesley. "You look here I Who you
callln 'pups'?"
"Everybody !" Wesley hotly re
turned. "Everybody chat goes around
mentioning ladies' names on the public streets are pups!"

COLD MEDAL

The world's standard' remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric add troubles.

Famoub since 1696. Take regularly and
Iceep in good health. la three sizes, all
druggists. Guaranteed as represented.
Lock for the aune Cold Medal on every box
'.
and accept no imitation

"They are, are they?" Ramsey as
hotly demanded. "Well, yon just look
here a minute; my own father mentions my mother's name on the public
streets whenever he wants to, and you
Just try callln' my father a pup, and
you won't know what happened to.
you !"
"What'll you do about
"I'll put a uew head on you," said
Ramsey. "That's what I'll do, because
anybody that calls my father or moth-

Comfort Baby's Skin
With Cuticura Soap
And Fragrant Talcum
Soap 25c, Oiotnent 25 sad 50c, Talcum 25c.

Itr

mmw mm

er a

IV.

With Wesley Bender, Ramsey was
again upon fair terms before the winter bad run Its course; the two were
neighbors and, moreover, were drawn
together by a community of interests
which made their reconciliation a necessity. Ramsey played the guitar and
Wesley played, the mandolin.
All Hi feeling between them died
with the first duet of spring, yet the

-

tinkling they made had no charm to
soothe the savage breast of Ramsey
whenever the Teacher's Pet came Into
a thouhis thoughts. He
sand ways of putting her In her place,
but was unable to carry out any of
them, and had but a cobwebby satisfaction in imagining discomfitures for
her which remained Imaginary. "Just
once!" he said to Fred Mitchell. "That's
all I ask, Just once. Just gimme one
chance to show that girl what she
really Is. I guess if I ever get the
chance she'll find out what's the matter with her, for once In her life, anyway." Thus It came to be talked about
and understood and expected In Ram-.seycircle, all male, that Dora Yocum's day was coming. "You'll see!"
said Ramsey. "The time'U come when
that ole girl'll wish she'd moved out o'
this town before she ever got appointed
monitor of our class ! Just you wait !"
They waited, but conditions appeared
to remain unfavorable indefinitely.
Perhaps the great opportunity might
's

pup"

"Oh, shut up I wasn't talkin about
I said
your ole father and mother.
everybody that mentioned Dora
name on the public streets was
a pup, and I mean It ! Everybody that
mentions Dora Yocutu's name on the

o

's

aaaaBaej

Synonymous.
"Mr. Gloom," sternly asked Tenny-

it

Daft, the versatile
"did you tell Mr9. Clatter at
the reception that you considered my
poems supremely silly?"

son

Important to Mothers

.

Examine carefully every bottle of
ie'i'tiilA rhAt famous old remedy
for infants and children, and see that It
Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
boast of his
own honors ; but he can put up somebody else to doing It.

can't very

One

well

AFTER THE FLU
' If the

Flu Left You Weak, or You're in
Need of a Tonic to Build You Up,
Take This Advice

Houston, Texas "I was in a terribly
n
condition ot health alter a siege
of ptomaine poisoning, and then the
I could not seem to regain my
strength and was really not able to do my
housework. I knew I needed a good tonio
and builder and remembered how my
folks used to regard Dr. Pierce's remedies
in my girlhood days, and then I decided
take Dr. Pierce s Golden Medical Discovery. After taking the second bottle I
found it was doing me a world of good,
.strength returned rapidly and I felt better in every way. I am glad indeed to
recommend the medicine that did me so
much good and do not hesitate to give
Mrs. Gertrude Sell,
this statement."
1236 Rutland St.
I
All druggists tablets or liquid.
fun-dow-

tí

instantly opens your head and
tnakes breathing easy. Fine for
CATARRH COLDS COUGHS
76 at stores or 85 by mall. Address
Ñew York Drug Concern. New York
'i
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HAIR BALSAM
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Remores Cems.
HiNDERCORNS
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JrTOf. et.,
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JIAKK A UOl.LAB AN HOLB

--

of your own In your boma
Start a businesa
acalp treatments, ahampooa, facial,
alvinamanicuring.
Very little equipment
Ind
We will teach you the formulas
lesaon
and how to do th work foryou1.00 perwork
In
for
and euarantee to qualify
today
for
trial
$1.00
us
Send
leaaons.
t Cholea of facial or acalp treatment
lea-ia-

how to make and apply the popular
In Beauty Parlora for
French Pack used
synopals of
and Wrlnklea--a- nd
iKlackhead
Studio of Beauty
Jollowln leaaons. Western
Arlaona.
Phoenir,
Culiurs, Bo 12Í.
Local Agents, men oi women, to sell guar.Dr.
anteed corn cure, and Blood Purifier. Colo.
Allen's Med. Co., 23211 Larimer, Denver,

PñTEriTS

1

pub-- -"

versiflca-tionl- st

B. Coleman,
Watson
Lawyer, waaoingion

ralent
D. O. Advtoe and book iree.
- üesiaarrloaa
f.lat rsnnmlT't fflsW
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PROOF TESTER
contenta In radiator eta
fatarmlne alcohol
Supply catalogue free.
postpaid.
00
$3
iTIee
Home Supply Co., L. B. 90. Omaha. Neb.
BRAUTIFUI. HAIROROWTH, guaranteed,
Trial at ray
ttohlns and damlrulf4, eliminated.
Boulder, Colo.. 1.H-Írisk. A. Spier, IH.

"Dora Yocum !" said Ramsey. "I got
a perfect right to say It anywhere I
want to. Dora Yocum, Dora Yocum,
Dora Yocum! "
"All right then, you're a pup!"
Ramsey charged upon him and received a suffocating blow full In the
face, not from Mr. Bender's fist but
from the solid bundle of books at the
end of the strap. Ramsey saw eight
or ten objectives Instantly : there were
Wesley Benders standing full length In
the air on top of other Wesley Benders, and more Wesley Benders zigzagged out sldewlse .from still other
Wesley Benders; nevertheless, he
found one of these and It proved to be
flesh. He engaged It wildly at fisticuffs ; pounded it upon the countenance
and drove It away, Then he sat down
upon the curbstone and, with his dizzy
eyes shut, leaned forward for the better accommodation of his ensanguined
'

nose.
Wesley - had retreated to the other
side of the street, holding a grimy
handkerchief to the midmost parts of
his pallid face. "There, you ole d n
pup!" he shouted, in a voice which
threatened a sob. "I guess that'll
teach you to be careful how you mention Dora Yocum's name on the public
streets !"
At this, Ramsey made a motion as
If to rise and pursue, whereupon Wesley fled, walling back over his shoulder
as he ran, "You wait till I ketch you
out alone on the public streets and
I'liu- -"

His voice was lost in an outburst of
hooting from his former friends, who
the
sympathetically - surrounded
wounded Ramsey. But in a measure,
at least, the chivalrous fugitive had
won his point. He was routed and
outdone, yet what survived the day
was a rumor, which became a sort of
tenuous legend among those Interested. There had been a fight over Dora
Yocum, it appeared,, and Ramsey Milholland had attempted to maintain
something derogator$o the lady,
while Wesley defended her as a
knightly youth should.
The boys, unmindful of proper gallantry, supported Ramsey on account
of the way he had persisted In Hckin'
the stuffln' out of Wesley Bender after
receiving that preliminary wallop from
Wesley's blackjack bundle of books.
The girls petted and championed Wesley; they talked outrageously of Lis
conqueror; fiercely declaring that he
ought to be arrested; and for weeks
they maintained a new manner toward
him. They kept their facial expressions hostile, but perhaps this was
more for one another's benefit than
for Ramsey's; and several of them
went, so far out of their way to find
even private opportunities for. reproving him that an alert observer might
have suspected them to have been less
Indignant than they seemed but not
He thought they all hated
Ramsey.
htm, and said he was glad of It

The little
Dora was a
prig was so diligent at her books she

through the woods that bordered it
Two envied boy fishermen established
themselves upon a bank
with hooks and Hues thoughtfully
brought with them, and poles which
they fashioned from young saplings.
They took mussels from the shallows,
for bait, and having gone to all this
trouble, declined to share with friends
less energetic and provident the perquisites and pleasures secured to
themselves.
Albert Paxton was one person
who proved his enterprise. Having visited the spot some days before, he had
hired for his exclusive use throughout
the duration of the picnic an old row-bobelonging to a shanty squatter;
it was the only rowboat within a mile
or two and Albert had his own uses
for it. Albert was the class lover and,
after first taking the three chaperon
teachers "out for a row," an excursion
concluded In about ten minutes, he disembarked them; Sadie Clews stepped
into the boat, a pocket camera in one.
haDd, a tennis racket lu the other; and
the two spent the rest of the day, ex
cept for the luncheon Interval, solemn
ly drifting along the banks or ground
ed on a shoal. Now and then Albert
would row a few strokes, and at almost any time when the populated
shore glanced toward them, Sadie
would be seen photographing Albert
or Albert would be seen photograph
ing Sadie, but the tennis racket re
They were sixmained an enigma.
teen, and had been "engaged" more
than two years.
On the borders of the little meadow
of baskets there had been deposited
two black shapes, which remained un
disturbed throughout the day, a closed
guitar case and a closed mandolin
case, no doubt containing each Its
proper Instrument So far as any use
of these went they seemed to be of the
same leisure class to which Sadie's
tennis racket belonged, for when one
of the teachers suggested music, the
musicians proved shy. Wesley Bender said they hadn't learned to play
anything much and, besides,' he had a
couple o broken strings he didn't know
as he could fix up; and Ramsey said
he guessed it seemed kind o' too hot to
play much. Joining friends, they organized a contest in marksmanship,
the target being a floating can which
they assailed with pebbles; and after
that they "skipped" flat stones upon
the surface óf the water, then went to
Join a group gathered about Willis
Parker and Heinle Krusemeyer.
No fish had been caught, a lack of
luck crossly attributed by the fishermen to the noise made by constant advice on the part of their attendant
gallery. Messrs. Milholland, Bender,
and the other rock throwers came up
shouting, and were 111 received.
"For heaven's sakes," Heinle Krusemeyer demanded, "can't you shut up?
Here we just first got the girls to keep
their mouths shut a minute and I almost had a big pickerel or something
on my hook, and here you got to up
and yell so he chases himself away I
Why can't nobody show a little sense
sometimes when they'd ought to? A
fish Isn't goln' to bite when he can't
even hear himself think! Anybody
ought to know that much."
But the new arrivals hooted. "Fish !"
Ramsey vociferated. "I'll bet a hundred dollars there hasn't been even a
mlnny In this creek for the last sixty
'
years !"
"There Is, too!" said Heinle, bitterly. "But I wouldn't be surprised there
wouldn't be no longer If you got to
keep up this noise. If you'd shut up
Just a minute you could see yourself
there's fish here."
Ramsey leaned forth over the edge
of the overhanging bank, a dirt precipice five feet above the water, and
peered into the indeterminable depths
below. The pool ' had been stirred,
partly .by the inexpert poklngs of the
fishermen and partly by small clods
and bits of dirt dislodged from aboye
by the feet of the audience. The wawas but browhly
ter, consequently,
translucent and revealed Its secrets re1
luctantiy ; nevertheless certain dim little shapes had been observed to move
within It, and were still there. Ramsey failed to see them at first.
"Where's any ole fish?" he Inquired,
scornfully.
"Look!" whispered the girl who
She pointstood nearest to Ramsey.
ed. ".There's one. Right down there
by Willis' hook. Don't you see him?"
Ramsey was impressed enough to
whisper. "Is there? I don't see him,
I can't"
The girl came closer to him and, the
better to show him, leaned out over
the edge of the bank and, for safety In
at
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"For Heaven's Sakes," Heinle Kruse-- .
meyer Demanded, "Can't You Shut
- Up?"

have arrived If Ramsey had been nble
to achieve a startling Importance m
any of the "various divergent, yet
parallel lines of school endeavor" one
of the phrases by means of which
teachers and principal clogged the
minds of their unarmed auditors. But
though he was far from being the
dumb driven beast of misfortune that
he seemed In the schoolroom, and, In
fact, lived a double life, exhibiting In
hours a remarkable
his
example of "secondary personality"
a creature fearing nothing and capable
of laughter; blue eyed, fairly robust,
and anything- - but dumbhe was never-fhpJewithout endowment or attain
ment great enough to get him distinc maintaining her balance, rested her
left hand upon his shoulder while she
tion.
pointed with her right. Thereupon
He "tried for" the
eleven, and "tried for" the nine, but something happened to Ramsey. This
the experts were not long in elimi touch upon his shoulder was almost
nating him from either of these com nothing, and he had never taken the
slightest Interest In Milla Rust (to
netitlons. and he had to content him
whom
that small warm hand belonged)
of
getting
cheering
instead
with
self
though
she was the class beauty, and
or
no
manner
He was by
cheered.
means athletic, or enough of anything long established In the office. Now, all
en
else, to put Dora Yocum In her place. at once, a peculiar and heretofore
suddenly
sensation
unfamiliar
tirely
great
opportunity
and so he and the
upper part of
were still waiting In May, at the end became Important In the
óf the second year of high school, bis chest. For a moment he held his
when the class, now the "10 A." revert breath, an Involuntary action he
a
ed to an old fashion and decided to seemed to be standing in shower of
entertain itself with a Woodland pic flowers.
"Don't you see it Ramsey?" Milla
nic.
"It's a great big one.
They gathered upon the sandy banks whispered.
must be as long as as your
of a creek In the blue shade of big. Why, It
sycamores, with a danc- - shoe I Look !"
patchy-barkeRamsey saw nothing but the thick
Ine skv on ton of everything and gold
on Mllla's shoulder. That
dust atwlnkle over the water. Hither round curl
curl was shot with dazzling fibers of
napkin-covere- d
were
baskets
the
to be trembling,
hrouEht from the wagons and assem sunshine. He seemed
bled In the shade, where they, appeared as an attractive little meadow
' M The old resentment roso
nf white naDerv. and gave both sur
'show that girl yet, tome
he'd
prise and pleasure to communities of
day"
ants and to other original settlers of
the neighborhood.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
From this nucleus or headquarters
of the picnic, various expeditions set
Sorrow often binds people together.
forth up and down the creek ana
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A Tiying Period Through Which Every
Woman Must Pass
Practical Suggestion. Given by the Women Whose
Letters Follow
The critical time of a woman's life
usually comes between the years of
45 and 60, and is often beset with annoying symptoms such as nervousness, irritability, melancholia. Heat
flashes or waves of heat appear to
pass over the body, cause the faceto
be very red and often bring on headache, dizziness and a sense of suffo-

Phila., Pa. "When I was going
through the Change of Life lwas
weak, nervous, dizzy and had headaches. I was troubled in this way for
two years and was hardly able to do
my work. My friends advised me to
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, and I am very sorry that
I did not take it sooner. But I have
got good results from it and am now
able to do my housework most of the
time. I recommend your medicine
to those who have similar troubles.
I do not like publicity, but if it will
help other women I will be glad for
you to use my letter." Mrs. Fan-ni-b

Rosenstein,

882 N. Holly

cation.

St,

Phila,, Pa.
the
Detroit, Michigan-"Dur- ing
Change of Life I had a lot of stomach
trouble and was bothered a great deal
with hot flashes. Sometimes I was
not able to do any work at all. I read
about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound in your little books and
took it with very good results. I keep
house and am able now to do all my
own work. I recommend your medicine and am willing for you to publish mv testimonial." Mrs. J. S.
Livernois, 2051 Junction Avenue,
'
Detroit, Mich.

,

Another annoying symptom which
comes at this timéis an inability to
recall names, dates or other small
facts. This is liable to make a weman
lose confidence in herself. She becomes nervous, avoids meeting
strangers and dreads to go out alone,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is especially adapted to
help women at this time. It exercises a restorative influence, tones
and strengthens the system, and assists nature in the long weeks and
months covering this period. Let it
help carry you through this time of
life. It is a splendid medicine for the
middle-age- d
woman. It is prepared
from medicinal roots and herbs and
contains no harmful drugs or nar- a!
coura-

-

upon "Ailments
k
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private
Peculiar to Women" will be sent yon free upon request. Write
to the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lymv Massachusetts.
This book contains valiiable information
Text-Boo-

Happy Days.

The Reason.
"Was his bankruptcy due to a lack
of brains?" "Yes a lack and a lass."

"Insect life has its joys."
"What now?"
"The fly still gets his tanglefoot"

Wayside Tales.

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin'.

WARNING!

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe "by millions for
Colds
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Headache
Toothache
Earache

.

.Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.Also bottles of 24 and 100

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets
Aspirin

Is the trade mark of Bayer

Manufacture

Druggists.

of SaUcjUcacUl

of Moooseeticacldester

No one suffers in silence if he
Matter of Luck.
"Rastus," said the judge, "I want thinks the government is to blame.
you to come clean, Were you in that
chicken coop?"
"Ah was, boss; 'deed Ah was. But
Ah did nothing wrong."
"Didn't you steal a chicken?"
"Yes, Ah did. Ah counted thirteen
birds, and Ah 'cided that was an unlucky number fo' the man to have."

Judge.

To Have a Clear Sweet Skin
Touch pimples, redness, roughness
or Itching, If any, with Cuticura Ointment, then bathe with Cuticura Soap
and hot water. Rinse, dry gently and
-

dust on a little Cuticura Talcum to
leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
Everywhere 25c each. Advertisement

Most of the fun we have In Ufe
"Drive thy business ; let not thy
isn't the kind we tire looking for.
business drive thee." Franklin.
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walls are essential. Germ laden
the cause of much illness.
Why take a risk when it is so easy to have
Alabastined walls beautiful, artistic and absolutely sanitary.

SANITARY be

A
Instead of Kalsomine or Wall Paper
Alabastine, either in simple single colors or the many
hued onyx effect so rich and so easily produced by the
new Alabastine Opaline process, will give you walls
which are germ proof walls in harmony with your
rugs and draperies any tone or tint to please your
taste or fancy.

To obtain

Alabastine effects you must use genuine Alabastine

Be sure to look for the cross and circle printed in red on every
package. And, be sure to ask your dealer
or decorator to show samples of the truly
beautiful

Alabastine-Opalin-

e

Process.

f

tmm"

The Alabastine Company

f

Grand R&pids, Mich.
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PURE BRED STOCK iiuinac ancLUied'Amuer are in WORK WOULD HAVE RURAL
CAN BE PURCHASED IN
the ordec named the next heavMAIL CARRIERS GATHNEW MEXICO
The taxpayers' Association; of
ier yteldefSP&nd usually mature
ER CROP DATA
seed.; These ssrghums. make exNew Mexico has recently made
The spirit of livestock impro-veme- cellent f oráge when sown broadsome interesting; compilations
Washington, April 22 Utiliis in the air; Many cast. Fop very, late planting, zation of the service of rural letdealing with valuations for tax
purposé, tax leves and govern- farms and ranches in New Mex- Freed's sorgo or Sudangrass are ter carriers for gathering crop
ment costs. These compilations ico are definitely planning on best. Sudan makes especially data and other agricultural stawill be given to the public during raising the standard of their good hay for horses.
tistics is urged today by Postthe next few weeks. At the pres herds and flocks by investing in
Full information for rate, date master General Work.
ent time interest is centered pri si rea better than they now own. and methods of planting these
"The postoffice department
marily upon the assessments forJ They are realizing the impor- crops is given in Bulletin No. 130 realizes," the postmaster gener1922 upon which will be based tance of producing a meat ani- of the New Mexico College of al said, "that the service the
Less than you can buy them wholesale
the tax levies to produce reve- mal that will make the best pos- Agriculture & Mechanic Arts rural carriers could render would
Our groceries are fresh an our stock is complete
nues for governmental purposes sible use of the range grasses State College, N. M.- The bul- be of tremendous value to agri
and farm feeds.
in 1923.
letin will be sent free upon re- cultural interests of the country
say.
Let.us convince you in what we
Many are asking the question : quest.
According to these compilaand we would be heartily glad
tions, New Mexico's taxable pro- "Where can I get a good pure
to have them
with
perty for the past eight "years bred bull.or boar." It is hoped
Hon. Eufracio Gallegos, chair- the department of agriculture by
has increased only 331-the that their attention will be dir- man of the Board of County Com serving as crop reporters. It is.
assessment for each year, being ected to breeders of high class missioners was in Roy last understood that the filling out
stock in New Mexico, says D- Thursday on business.
as follows:
of the report blanks require but
1914
irector' Monroe of the New Mex$ 272,700,583
a few minutes each month so
ico Agricultural College.
1915
318,147,120
There
Our sister town to the north, that work of great importance
1916
330,387,523
are many points in favor of the Mills, is voting on a $30,000 and interest could be performed
1917
locallyj'roduced stock. In the bond issue today for a new school with the expenditure of but lit358,502,026
1918
375,209,882
first place, while registered building. We have not learned tle time and without interfer1919
377,266,718
herds, flocks and droves may the results of the election up to ence with duties of the earners."
1920
404,825,546
not be as common here as in the time we go to press.
363,423,961
1921.
states further east, yet indiviAndres G. Trujillo of Solano
A letter from Homer Parks was trading with Roy merchants
What will be the assessed val-c- e duals of as much merit can be
of property for 1922? Last found here as anywhere. They tells us that he is now located at last Saturday.
year ,loss of $41,400,000
can, be bought for less money. Los Angeles, California, and has
was recorded. From present Expense of getting them to their a position as street car motorman
If its local hews you want to
indications 1922 will show anoth new homes is less and another He wants the S. A. to visit him read or want your friends to read
er 10 loss which will bring the point which is of great impor- there so that he can get the send them the S. A.
state's valuation back to that of tance is that they are already home news.'
1916. This will mean a loss of acclimated.
Carlos Branch was attending
something
like $35,000,000 As a part of the service, the The base ball boys held prac- to business in El Paso last week i
which will be brought about by Extension Division of the College tice Suday afternoon and a num- he returned home Thursday and
lowered valuaton of livestock is offering the livestock inter- ber of them were out getting will be head clerk in the Lujan
We handle only the best groceries and meat that money
and grazing and agricultural ests, a directory of breeders of limbered ' up for this seasons and Branch store.
can buy and our motto is
lands. If such loss is to be off- purebred livestock in New Mex- games. Roy has some good maset, it must be through the ef- ico has been prepared. In all, terial lined up for this season
Quite a number of Roy people
forts of assessors in finding omit 98 breeders of registerd beef and we are looking forward to have been in attendance at the
ted and undervalued property. cattle,' 69 breeders of registered a winning team.
Mills Chautauqua the past week.
Come in and we will show you where your dollar will
That such property exists is un- dairy cattle and 105 breeders of
All report an excellent program
,
,
go the farthest.
doubted and the question is "can registered hogs are listed. Ask Mr. J. Floersheim and sons Ed- and an extra good chautauqua.
and will the assessors put it on your county agent for a copy or gar .Melville and Lester attendthe tax rolls?"
All business houses report a
ed the ritualistic ceremony at the
write the College. New Mexico is not a wealthy
dedication of the. beautiful mon- fine trade all day Saturday.
OSCAR KIDD, Proprietor
state. Its per capita of personal Present conditions are that a ument at the grave of Mrs. J. The street was lined with teams
ROY. NEW MEXICO.
income is lower than that of any considerable acreage of wheat' Floersheim in. the Jewish ieme-ter- y and autos as usual and everyother state except a half dozen has been badly injured by
at Trinidad last Sunday thing point to a prosperous year.
southern states. Its mines are drought and blowing that it wiii afternoon.
closed or show reduceu produc- not make a crop. Two methods
Don't forget the big sale at
tion. Its farm crops fell in value of handling such fields are sugArchitect Eeiry was in Mos- the City Meat Market today (Sat
from $40,000,000 in 1919 to
gested by President Kent of the quero Tuesday completing the urday) everything 10 off and
in 1921. It principal New Mexico College of Agricul- plans for the fine new school the one who purchases the lar
industry, livestock is just begin- ture and Mechaical Arts. - One building at that place. He
gest bill of groceries gets a. 50
ning to recover from its most is to folbw the land and the othwith the local school pound sack of Diamond M-- , ab
serious relapse, thanks to gov- er is to plant it to row crops.
board. The n(!W building will be. solutely free. Buy your months
ernment aid. We have a few
Following is th most desir a dandy and a credit to ou; supply of groceries at tins sale
manufacturing enterprises in the able method of preparing the County Seat.
iml get them cheaper than whole
state, and our merchants haveland for another wheat crop,
sale. Eggs taken the .saire: as
had to "take a loss." These are hut mwns ii.i
NOTICE TO THE. PUBLIC
cash,
T
frni
not the utterances of pessimists. crop this year. To be of value,
They, set forth actual condtions a follow must pe handled so as
The Village Board and the
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
which affect taxable values and to prevent any growth of weeds Cemetery Board are making prepubic revenues.
Sealed proposals will be fecei- -.
whatever. The purpose of a fal- parations to have the streets to
Whatever conditions may be low in t!ie plains region is to the Roy cemetery graded and ved until 12 o'clock noon May
next year or the year after the store moisture, and weeds if al- placed in good condition and to 16th, 1922, by Wra. G.
'
tax rolls for 1922 wili reflect lowed to grow, waste soil mois- have other improvements made Secretary of the Board Johnson,
Eduof
the conditions of tha past year. ture, A:3 soon as weeds make a. at .the cemetery an it is the in- cation of Harding County, New
growth of one or two inches, tention of the Board to have all Mexico, for the erection arrd comFrank Weir made a business fallow bjad shoud be thoroly
surplus' dirt removed from the pletion of an adobe two (2) room
triplo Roy the first of the week, disked to destroy
lots
now in- use and to keen the school building to be erected at
the weeds.
taking a load of seed com and When t'.ie
cemetery
in a nice appearing Kephart. Harding County, New
'
growth
of
second
kafir corn. He says they bought weeds pears,
may be condition. To help in the above Mexico, after plans by Chrs W.
land
the
ar
it all and paid cash. Wake up plowed o listed
all parties owning lots in Barrett, Architect of East Las
as time permits. work,
; j
j
t
Mosquero.
a;u
re- Vegas, New Mexico.
are nereoy
lemetary
listed,
weeder
a
If
may
used
be
A stockbuyer was in our
quested
and
notified to remove
down the ridges and
throw
to
Each proposal must be accomneighborhood the first of the
all surplus dirt and any rubbish panied by a certified check,
level
throw
land
This
later.
the
week- - and bought quite a few
ing in operation may destroy a ' from their lots on or before May equal to 5 of the amount of the
eon
jvcunngo, facing p,l a- IlCtlU 1UI fu;,.j
j0 rt fU c i a u 15th, J922 and if not removed proposal, as a guarantee of good
CIV. Uif
ctu.i. XI
,
them. It is beginning
rhitp hnswi uiii
to look ;blljiu
:
i. hv
faith, which check will be forfeiaiiu me summer is wet " that
like business again. Mosquero 13 jwuvveu may
same
removed and cost of said ted if the bidder fails to enter
to be disked
field
have
the
Developer.
again to destroy the third crop work Charged to the lot from into a contract upon the bí s:s of
his proposal, or fails to furnish
of weeds. Late summer tillage which it is removed
Sam Tyler was up from his
Should any owners of lots wish the required bond. Checks made
posshoul
avoided
as
be
much
as
La Cinta Canyon ranch Mondav
to have the board clean up their payable to Wm. G. Johmsrn,
purchasing supplies froi the ad- sible as it leaves the soil loose
lot it wiH be done for there at a
inof the Board ef Udue:
ti
seeding
at
the
of
and
ne
vertising iKterdaafc$
of the creases the danger from blowing cost of 50 cents per load provid- tion.
jiiesa's Metropolis.
The right is reserved to rejei
the following winter and spring. ing notice is given to the clerk
of
Village
writing
Board
in
the
any
dereturn
a
and all bids. Proposals wi
If
is
land
from
the
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
be opened on the date first writyear, it may be plant- on or before May 10th 1922,
sired
this
)SS ed to
We want all lot owners to ten above at the office of the
com or one f the sor
COUNTY
OF
HARDING.
)
work in conjunction wit.h the County School Superintendent,
5S231
ghums.
choice
between
The
In the Justice's Cur
Precinct
wiH depend Ylllaffe Board and help mke the 'at Mosquero, New Mexico, at
No.3, Bef re F. II. Foster, J. P. cora and sorghum
upon
adaptability
the
of the par Roy Cemetery one of the beau- - which place plans may be secu- Charles Depew,
Plaintiff, ticular land to each crop
and the tiful resting places of the dead red.
vs.
Dated, April 17th, 1922.
Wm. G. Johnson,
use to be made of the crop.
Hugh Trout,
Defendant.
F. L. Schulte
Attest
Secretary
of the Harding
If corn is planted, a variety of
NOTICE OF ATTACHMENT
Clerk.
County
Eoard
of Education.
Mexican
be
June will probably
as
To Hugh. Trout, defendant in
J. Ploersheim, Mayor.
Mosquero, New Mexico.
profitable
any.
as
Locally
grown
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
the above entitled cause:
You are hereby notified that seed, if good, is always to be preALL
ON
PROMPTLY
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED
by virtue of an attachment late- ferred to imported see for field
Are you a reader of the S. A.
ADVERTISE in the S. A. it
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.
ly issued by the above mention- planting.
if not, you should subscribe, on- will pay you well. You get serIf 'sorghums are to be planted, ly $2.00 per year.
ed Court m favor of the above na
vice from us.
med plaintiff and aerainst vou. I a choke between grain sorghum
Insurance of all kind3.
have levied on as your property or folage orghum must be made.
Special attention givento examining titles.
HERE COMES A STRANGERI
following described goods The record of the Tucumcari
the
ATTENTION FARMERS
Conveyances.
.and chattels, to wit, one Cook Field Station show dwarf milo
Mosquero, New Mexico..
Stove and vessels, one Bedstead as the bast grain croo, with
Let's make our post office look neat,
Cornbelt thorobred stock
Springs and Mattress, one Ham-ber- g dwarf kafir second and corn Mr. Postmaster. Straighten up the
positively
out of the best
Wagon, one Dresser, and all third. When the same tillage rural letter box, Mr. farmer. Tidy
in
U.S.A. Duroc
herds
the
up
Sir.
some,
Hural
Carrier. First
Chairs and furniture in the Farm methods are Used, milo out yield
Jersey Hogs, Poland China
'House of Hugh Trout, five miles ed kafir one bushel per acre in an Impressions are fiistlng. Maybe Mr.
Hogs, all big type and from
Stranger, taking notice of these Imsouth east of Roy, New Mexico, eight year average.
Cora for provements, frill come back, hringlns
Sires weighing 1000 lbs and
and that unless you appear be- the same period yielded three you beneflts.?' Slnrt (hese with "POSup.
fore the abofe named Court oh or bushels per acre less than kafir. TAL IMPROVEMENT WEEK" Maj
I can furnish you any
the 8th day of May, A. D. 1922, Both kafir and corn have a much 16.
breed of dairy cattle that
at the hour of two o'clock P. M. higher forage value than milo.
you want, at prices you can.
judgment will be rendered
Early Blackhull kafir,' Dwarf HUMANIZING THE
afford..
you and said property (Dawn) kafir, and Dwarf yellow
by
shipped
Get in the thorobred ga-promptly
and
POSTAL SERVICE
AH orders carefully filled
sold to satisfy said debt and the milo made the best yields at the
Tele-- h
menow
for a few dollars
Florists
membership
in
the
Our
Post.
or Parcel
costs of this action.
Tucumcari Station. Early Black
prices
while
are at rock bot- Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
Is
no unimportant person or
"There
This 5th day of April, A. D. hull kafir produces the most fortorn,
yourself in- and
make
on
few
hours
a
States
United
part of our service. It Is a total (ft
1922.,
age with the grain crop.
for you anywhere in the
dependent in a few years.
human units
Is
notice.
J. G. Gambel,
For forage, the sweet
You need better dairy cat-the key to Its success.
In Its last
Deputy Sheriff.
are generally preferred analysis, postal duties are accommo- ' tie and hogs, and more of
and yield the largest tonnage. dations performed for our neighbors
them on this mesa.
v
n
The
is the Honey sorghum IS the heaviest .and friends nnd should be so resnrded,'. '
"THE NAYLORS"
M. Wagner,
Leo
foremost paper in Harding Cou yielder, but is coarser, requires rather t,mn as a lllied service per-- ' Address me
'
Raton, N. M.
at;
P. O. Drawer 349
r n absentee employer.- "- '
lonc-enty, why not subscribe for it.lt
smrl fo,'"e(j
trrnwin- o- Turin
'
Towa.
Gilbertsville.
gives you the njews that is news. more often fails to mature seed. Postmaster General Hubert Work.
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Groceries Groceries

GROCERIES

-

SATURDAY, APRIL 29th
We will make a 10 percent reduction on all groceries, notions and
practically all meats. We will give
a 50 lb., sack of 'Diamond M' flour

3,

to the family purchasing the largest
bill of groceries and meats for cash
on this day. Make arrangements to
buy your grocery ahd meat supply
at this store on that date and save

orl0,

money.
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"Small Profits and Large Sales"

CITY MEAT MARKET
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CLASS AFIED AD. RATES

PLANNING THE CHILDREN'S
'
MEALS

ABBOTT NEWS

No child should be permitted
to go without breakfast If he
is unable to eat it stop and think
whether he has had enough rest
ful sleep-i- n a bed by himself.
Has he had, fresh air enough,
both night and day? Is he being offered really palatable, as
well as nutritious, food or does
he need a little discipline to give

Classified advertising is 5 a line, minimum charge-foeach insertion 25f , ercept that six consecutive insertions
will be given for $1.25. All tlassified advertising CASH
IN ADVANCE. NO CHARGE orders accepted as no
books are kept on this class of advertising.
r

"SELL IT WITH INK"

Mr. and Mrs. Hepburn Smith
McCoepin, Knedler and McKee
are among those attending the
Chautauqua in Mills this week.
The many friends of J. H.
Shifflet were shocked and griev
ed to leam of his accidental
death. Mr. and Mrs.Shifflet
had lived in our little town for
the past five years.
C. Berry and family of Taylor
Springs spent Sunday with Mi.
and Mrs. Clyde McCoepin.
Ben Floersheim a prominent
rancher of Jaritas Ranch was in
town Monday otf business.
The ball game between Abbott
and Newton Sunday was an interesting game and resulted in
favor of Newton.
Mr. asd Mrs. Glen Knedler
.
spent Sunday evening with Mr
and Mrs. Vera Knedler.
Mr. and Mrs. Bing Atkins are
selling their household goods,
making preparations for a trip
to West Virginia for a years
visit with relatives.
Misses Johnson were in late
last evening and report a niaa
rain at their ranch home which
very unfortunatly Abbot missed
Mr. Ray Smth spent Monday
night in ílills, returning early
Tuesday.

NATIONAL
USEFULNESS

him more
Children are generally best nourished
L.O.S.T
with three regular meals each
day, and one of these should be
LOSt: Watch Charm Skull, FOR SALE Oliver Typewriter breakfast,, which, should yield
In orer to achieve maximum
nearly
of the energy
in diameter, carved and Check Protector.
about Va
a National Bank must
usefulness
Roy Trading Co., Manager.
value of tne day's food.
out of bone. Finder please returesources, be wisely
ample
have
Breakfast for Children one and
rn to the S. A. and receive
have influential
managed
.and
a
half
to
two
Years Old
FOR RENT OR SALE-T- he
first Children in
second
the
half
of
copnections.
housa north of Dr. Gibbs' place.
seopnd
the
have
yeai
breakfast
$10.00 REWARD
takes
Sam
Uncle
why
Rent $15 per month and can be
That's
in three sections:
LOST Two Elk teeth in gold paid t the National Bank of Roy
such
a keen interest in his Na1 6 AJL A cup-o- f
warm
Price right for cash or terms
mounting, finder please return
tional Banks. That's w;hy every
milk.
to E. J. Floersheim and receive in reason. .
2 8:30 to 9 A. M. Two or
National Bank s a memfier of the
reward.
three tablespoons of orange juice
Federal Reserve System.
strong
FOR SALE Cheap for cash, a (preferably diluted with a little
That's why the word National
MISCELLANEOUS
good fresh milk cow, 6 years old. boiled water) or
of 'prune juice
means service as well as
T. M. Ogden, R. A. and pulp.
We have a fine unimproved
strength.
3 9:30 or 10 A. M. About
S20 acres only 2't miles from
a
cup
half
d
of
cereal
Furniture. Allen
Roy which we can sell within t a iFOR
rubbed thru a seve and servec7
next few days at
This Lohstroh 10 milts northwest of with warm milk.
This is follow
is a fine little dairy farm and pra Roy or inqures at this office.
ed by enough more milkto-drinetically all of the land be plowed.
to make a cup in all, and a small
'
$1500.00 down and the balance
piece of stale bread or toast.
on long time at 8
takes this FOR SALE 3 or 4 head of Al Breakfast for Children two to
place. Write or see
milk cows, two with calves at
twelve Years old.
NOTICE OF SALE
Schultz & Johnson, Roy, N. d. FT side, others to be fresh soon. All
Children over two have all FORECLOSURE OF CHATTEL
jare of a good milk strain and are their breakfast at one time,
MORTGAGE
Al milkers; will sell for $50.00 about 7oclock. Ths most imFOUND
Member of Federal Reserve Bank
each if taken soon. I also have portant item is a
ce'
A Good Bank For Everyone
Whereas, F. M. W'oodard, now
,3 head of fine yearling colts real, whole wheat having first
county
of
Harding,
of
State
the
FOUND The best advertising that I will sell at $15.00. each. place on account of its high nuof New Mexico, as mortgagor,
medium on the mesa. THE SPA- Come and look at them. Write tritive value.
For a special treat, a few dates by two chattel mortgages dated
NISH AMERICAN has more pa- or see Fred Pate, Route "A"
cut in pieces or a little molasses June 9th,' 1920, and February
id up subscribers in Harding Mills, N. M.
may
County than all other country
be stirred into the cereal 9th, 1921, respectively, and filed
papers combined. A small want FOR SALE One brand new just before serving, or ripe ba-- in the County Clerks office in
the county of Union, State of
ad will bring results.
Van Brunt 14 disc wheat drill,
Milk should be served liberally New Mexico, that being the
sowed about 120 arres, will, sell
county of his then residence,
FOUND One ladies breastpin, at a bargain for cash or goodi TfS aJR ai?n glJ'
variety in sold and conveyed to Roy Trust
containing five small gold hearts note. Geo. Hepburn Solano, N. M.
by
breakfast
serving
different & Savings Bank, of Roy, New
We have the nly complete tract index to the Harding
dated 1907 andl908. Owner can
kinds of fruit, if they can be af- Mexico, as mortgagee, the fol
County
Records.
have same by proving property
forded. Oranges, stewed appes, lowing described personal pro
have
an experienced abstracter in charge of our
and paying for this ad. W. W.
We
perty,
to wit:.. Four holstein
FOR SALE Good mares and prunes, pears, pineapple cut fine cows,
business.
red
yearling
steer.
one
mules on any terms to suit buy- across the grain, are uitabl for on black yearling
We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
holstein steer,
tfee vouger
ildren. excent the
ers. See me at once. Louey
business.
one
yearling
red
heifer, one red
three year old, who should have
Mosquero, N. M.
,
Our. abstracts are approved by all loan companies oper-in-g
whitefaced calf, one red calf and
juice of strained pulp.
in Harding County. ..':
tyo black calves, all unbrandec
Questions And Answers
We
can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
or
one
unknown,
brands
in
half
I'LL DYE FOR YOU.
Note: All questions regardcharge.
ing thesa articles wil be answer- terest in registered holstein bull,
Physican and Surgeon.
ed thru these columns if sealed two black mares, one Oliver and
For first class cleaning,
,
GLADSTONE, NEW MEXICO.
one
and addressed to Helen Barr Ser- one Moline
and dyeing see Dock
black-haw- k
planter, and
vice Bureau, 82g Larimer Street,
whereas, said notes therein des
Denver. Editor.
cr
INCORPORATED AND BONDED
j
cribed,
payable to said mortgagee
or
'Mosquero;"-'","
'
;." .;; New Mexico
PALOUSE VALLEY
Rev. Russel was in town from FIRST SHRINE MOTOR CAR- and duly transferred to the First
Dawson last Wednesday attenNational Bank, of Roy, successor
AVAN ACROSS NATION
to said Roy Trust & Savings
TO PASS THRU DEN-- .
Mr. and Mrs. E. Coliver visit- ding the I.O.O.F. Celebration and
visiting relatives.
Bank., to secure which said conv
VER, LEAVING EAST
ed at Martin Whites Sunday.
eyances was made are now due.
V.MAY 1
We are glad to know that Mrs.
and unpaid and whereas the holdEdsel Ford, president of the
Shell is able to sit up. We hope
of said prommisory notes csm
Plans
for
the
trancontifirst
ter
Co.,
Motor
Ford
soon
announces
sne will
that
be up andaround
insecure ; now, therefore, I.
itself
i &nnne caravan
des
nenia
ory
are
JIay
in
all
break
Mr. and Mrs. Martin White
L.
C.
Justice, Cashier and authveloping
rapidly,
according
to
previous
production records for
and brother, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
agent of said First Nation
orized
Bernard
McMahan,
field
any
director
since
they,
one
have
month
Edwards took dinner at T. J.
Colorado-toGu- lf
al
Bank,
of Roy, in pursuance of
of
the
highway,
started the manufacture of flivPrices Monday.
vers. 110,000 is the number who was in Denver last week. the powers in said chattel mortLaura and Lela Brown attendCOXTRACTOIl
gages granted, and at the, recontemplate building McMahan said that due to the
ed Sunday School at Mofax Sun- that they
Cement,
Stucco and Plasterer
Colorado-to-Guquest
ct
holder
HiV,i
of
of
pron:said
the
the
that
mrvnt.h
th
nf Mav vuhinh
day.
is at th rato nf nno ovpt-- siv way association is brine-inoROY, NEW MEXICO
tha issory notes do hereby g.vc
Mr. and Mr. Brooks were Sun- and
lf
seconds of the act- eastern and southern Shriners notice that 1 will, on the 22iid
day visitors at Mr. Kenoyers.
Washington thru the southern day of May. A. D. 1922, between
ual working hours.
states to Texas, much of the tra-- the hours of 10 A. M. and 6 P.M.
Miss Lola Neuman visited her
d
parents near Solano Saturday Are you a readey of the S. A. vel fron the south to the Rockies of sania day,, at the Hugh
Ranch,
the
and Sunday.
twelve
miles
coast
Pacific
hasichell
that
if not, you should subscribe, ongone north and then east of Roy, in the county of
The people of, the vicinity are ly $2.00 per year.
west, will come west into Texas Harding, State of New Mexico,
rejoicing over the showers.
and then northwest into New offer for sale and sell the Dro- Laura Brown, Vonda Price!
perty conveyed as aforesaid to
Mexico and Colorado.
and Robert Shaw took State ExThe caravan is scheduled to the best and highest bidder for
aminations Thursday and Frileave Washington May 1. It will cash, or satisfactory credit and
day.
traverse Virginia, North
full and complete settle-linn
Mr. and Mrs. McDaniel took
South Carolina, Georgia, ment of the purchase-mone- y
Have taken over the entire Dairy known as the Cope's
in the Chautauqua Saturday.
Alabama,- Tennessee, Arkasas, thereof will deliver the property
Dairy, we expect to carry on the business in a way that
A crowd of about 65 attended
Lousiana, Texas, New Mexico, so sold to the purchaser, and
will give our customers satisfaction.
the tacky party at Prices TuesColorado (thru Pueblo to Denver will apply the proceeds of the
day night. The evening was
' We solicit your patronage
and back to Raton) and A rizo- - sale as directed by said chattel
spent playing games and eating
na on its way to Los Angeles. mortgage.
cornbread sandwiches and drink
Stops will be made at all the
This 25th day of April, A. D.
ing milk. Everyone enjoyed it,
points of scenic interest along 1922.
even if some did find too much
t! the route.
C. L. Justice.
salt in their sandwches.
Captain McMahan will pilot
Cashier
First National Bank, j
the varavan all the way from By
Washington.
He plans to bring
heavy snows had fallen in the
GLADSTONE
J. B. Lusk,
the Shriners into Amarillo, Texmountains, so came back. They
Attorney.
purchased
Luther Gibbs has
as, in time for the Colorado-t- o
éxpect to make the trip later.
29 - 6 - 13 - 20.
Duncan
the
blacksmith
shop
and
Gulf Highway association conJohn Gilliam is building a new
is now prepared to do all kinds
vention which meets May 23 and
bam
at this writing.
of
blacksmithing
and
Everybody
is going to the Roy
car repair
24. He working in
Mr.
3
He
Friday
H. M. Smith of May. Okla
work.
hous
to
moved
Theatre
eveniner
see
from
his
with California automobile rlubs
the famous picture "The Python his farm into town and will make is here attending to the shelling
m planning the tour.
CoWflln-rvfiiiand marketing of his com on his
"Th
hoh. Kobbery" a five reel feature, al- loadstone his home.
About
of an inch farm and also the corn on the
way
provides
artery
wish to announce to the pubiic that I have
of ,so a dandy one reel comedy. Re- a new
in this section last M. J. Fleming farm. He sold
travel for the many southern member the show will be Fri- of rain fell
taken over the stock and business of the-F- .
Monday.
day
only
evening
would hardly be 1000 bushel to the Jaritas ranch
It
week
so
this
and eastern motorists who al
S. Brown Motor Co.. and will in th fnturÁ
ways have associated Texas with we can all go to the minstrel worthy of mention but with the at Abbott and hired several far- conduct same on the sam3 broad business ilnes
exception of one snow, it is the mers to do the hauling. He says
desert and cactus.and a a result Saturday evening.
only
precipitation we have had he na( travelled over Colorado,
as laid down by my predecessor.
of the Shrine caravan's coming
You will find in my establishment a full
thru the southern states ,this W. P Mealey of theMosquero since last fall. It renews our Arizona, Wyoming and other
May hundreds of cars will be Abstract Company and B. F. faith in the weather man and Rocky Mountain and Pacific
and complete line of repair parts, greases, oils
following their routeing thru the Brown real estate man of Mos- we hope a much heavier one will slope states sinca last fall and
and gas at all times.
.
Some believe that failed to find any location that
entire season. This undoubtedly quero spent a few hours in Roy
all
chance
Wednesday
for a wheat crop isnt .looked as good as northeastern
reafternoon.
inThey
will develop into a constantly
port a fine rain at the county lost, but it can't be determined N. M.
creasing annual tour said
definitely for a week or more.
seat Wedneday.
A new mistrés arrived at the
Mr. Joe Griffin and his sóns John Gilliam home last week and
Ye it has rained on the mesa; Rube and Bemus started for Far- - has taken complete charge. The
The American Legion dance
at Mosquero last Saturday night a fine rain fell in the valley east mmgton, N. M. and Grand Jun Baby and mother are both doing
was well attended and the boys of Mosquero Sunday and several ction. Colo., last week in their nicely and by following the docrealized a nice sum to apply on showers have been reported all Ford on a homeseeking trio. tors directions, John will be out
They got to Taos and heard that of danger soon.
over the mesa this week.
their new Legion home.
self-contro-
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OLIVER and John
Deere Implements
are quoted at prices
so that the farmers
can buy them. Sée
BAUM BROS.
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H. Kennard & Sons

To The Public
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R. S. WOOD, Roy, N. M.
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house came in Tuesday night
and will submit the plans and FOSTAL IMPROVEMENT
specifications of the new building for the approval of the loWEEK IS OBSERVED

,

AN

NEWS:

N

matter at the post office in Roy, N.
Registered August 27, 1912.
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MILITARY

CAMP WILL LOOK INTO LAND VAL
UES
During July and August, 1922
at twelve Regular Array posts The tax commission probably
in all sections of the country will visit the dry farming belt on
10,000 young Americans, be- the east side of the state this
tween 16 and 35 years of age, summer, to look into thue valwill be offei'ed free military train uation of the land there.
ing for thirty days. The govIn the past it was said the
ernment pays all expense of this commission
regarded dry fanntraining, the candidate gives on- ing in a large measure
i,
ly his time. In return he will
atpay
and
much
didn't
leam : First, how to serve his tention to the valuation of the
country Hi peace and in war. lands,recently other taxSecond how to take care f his payers but
have been protesting and
body, build up his health, and
it was thought the assessment
live a happy, vigorous life. Third of these holdings should be inhabits of elf control, resource- vestigated.
fulness, self reliance, and other
It was said the average valelements of manly character. uation of the dry farming land
Fourth, discipline, precision and was $4.50 an acre.
a sense of order. Fifth, cooperThe zone fa be visited by the
ation and team work.
commission
runs thru 14 counI w ish to say personally, there
Eddy, Rooseties
Lea,
Chaves,
any
awaiting
is n thing finer
Quay,
Curry,.
Union,
Colfax,
velt,
young man than this opportunity
TorMiguel,
Harding,
Sah
Mora,
make every effort possible to
De Baca and Guadalupe.
rance,
camp.
,
attend
New Mexican.
Candidates from this community will be in camp at Ft. LoA CORRECTION
gan, Colo., make application at
limbe
will
once as the number
ited. For further information
Some way the S.A. got mixed
and application blanks, seo Earl in an tern last week and placed
McMinimv or myself Will be Mrs. E. D. Bartmess name to it
glad to help in any way.
when she new nothing about it
Homer Holmes.
until she read it in the paper.
We realize it has been the cus
East Las Vegas, N. M., Aprii tom of about 99 of the men to
lay things on the women ever
32. The annual "teacher-huntin- g
season" has begun, Every" giS9 the fall of Adam, nvt so in
week-en- d
E. D. Bartt..eás
brings to Las Yes?.?
schand
who wrote that' article tout
several superintendants
ool board members from "vari advertising the church thru a
cus parts of the state to confer funeral and not Mrs. E. D. Bart
with members of the graduating mess.
class of the New Mexico Normal
University Indications are that
all the graduates will have the WITHOUT STREtT ADDRESS
YOUR MAIL IS DELAYED
opportunity before commence- ment, May 25, of securing emAT OFFICE OF DELIVERY
ployment for the next fall. The
demand will continue .tq the close
of the summer session on July 'T Deed. Letter Office has hern In
27, when New Mexico teachers existence ever? since Hen Franklin
our postaj service.'.. .Even then
having attained their degrees by started
addressed mall to Sir. Eaeklel
peo?8
much
summer work, will secure
Si'nithers, "Atlantic Const," and exbetter positions than they have pected Hen to know Just.. where Zeke
'"
lived.
Heretofore held. , , ..
Perhaps they had Zefce's address In
Commenting on the demand
"

experi-mqnta-

DAIRY NEWS
The time of high priced
milk is passed. Beginning
with May the first the
Golden West Dairy will
sell twelve quarts of milk
for one dollar. Other reductions will be made later as the grass gets bet-

cal board.
Mrs. C. A. Hearne, who has
been very low at the Hotel Mesa, May 1 Sees Inaugurated First
with pneumonia, is now much,
General Campaign cf
improved and able to sit up in
Kind in Service.
her room for a few moments at
a time. Dr. Daniels reports her
ter
out of danger, altho at one time Without tlii! Postal Sfrvlcp. Iuislne
her life was in eminent danger would hinguish In a tiny, mid he lit a
and her mother from near Clay- standstill in a week, i'tihlic opinion
THE COUNTY POLITICALLY
ton was called to her side.
would die or dry r.i. hcttlomil Halved

Raining all around us but fail
ing to pour down in the middle.
Mr. Norm is in charge of the
Mosquero section while Section
Foreman A.
Tanner, is taking his vacation.
Messrs Dart Vinson and Cll'.c
Teasdale, hustling representa
tives of the Loan Deparment of
the Missouri State Life Insurance Company were in Mosque:'.,
Monday and Tuesday.
The dance given by the American Legion last Saturday night
was one of the greatest events
ever pulled off at Mosquero.
People from all over the mesa
were in attendance, The jazz
orchestra from Tucumcari made
the music and nice, quiet, orderly dance given that, will be long
remembered by all those fortunate enough to have attended.
The ladies served refreshments
and a tidy little sum was realized
that will be used in providing a
hall for the Mosquero Post.
Mr. W. G. Root, genial editor
and publisher of the Harding
County Developer, left Tuesday
for Las Vegas .where he expects
to purchase a new outfit of supplies for the little paper, which
has already outgrown it'spresent
equipment.-- '
The bwlding'boom at Mosque
ro which has now started prom
íses to rlevelope into a "sure
miff boom that will soon place
us m the front ranks of the hust
ing little cities of the new coun- -

!

or prejudice only would flourish, und
(By Hon. B. F. Brown)
thrive.
It Is the biggest distinctive business
What is the political complexIn the world and It comes nearer to the ion of Harding County?
Some,
Innermost Interests of a greater, num- Democrats with all sincerity will
ber of men and women than any other assure you that it is decidedly
Institution on' earth. No private bu'sl- - democratic.
Some Republicans
ness. however widespread, touches so wflj
equaHy positive in the
many uves so onen or siiurpij; nw statement
that it is undoubted
church reaches Into so many souls, ly republican.
With state electin Iters so many, pulses, has so many
coming
thin fall, a Unon
tion
human beings dependent on Us min-

MILLS AND VICINITY

narrow-mindedne-

The Chautauqua ; has come
and gohe but cheer up it is coming again next year. They put
on a.fine program with the exception of one or two numbers.
The play "Happiness" was given, last Saturday night from
which if people would try they
could leam a great lesson. istrations.
"Postal Improvement Week" has
Happiness is truly found by mak
been set for May 1. by the I'ostmaster
ing others happy.
General. .This is the first general camG C. Till ' and family have paign of Its kind In the Postal Service
been on the sick list this' week. for several decades. Business nen
Mr. and Mrs. C. S, Jones left and their organizations, lnr.ge users of
oneway last week in answer to the mail,' newspapers, motion pictures,
and the entire organizaa telegram from somewhere in advertisers,
tion of 320,000 postal workers are to be
Washington, conveying the sad enlisted In iliht coiinlry-widfimpiin
news that th formers father of liiicrest Jn postal Improvements,

,

ited States senator and representative to be elected and a ful
county ticket it is a question that
is of real interest not only to the
county but to the state and nation as well. Now we don't believe that our statement or anybody else's statement will have
much effect on the general results cf the election. Nor do we
fceheve that W3 should allow "OUtf
is dead.
Your help is vital. Address your let.
or .desires Ul the mattt
.
W. M.1 Mills' of Springer is pre ters plainly with pen or typewriter.
us
in 10 an eironeous cor
lead
Give street addrses.
Speii out name
paring to put $10,000 on tiit of
we were asked th
elusion.
If
your
State, don't abbreviate.
Put
road; to his ranch in hopes that return address in the upper left hand question Candor compels US t
said amount will make it pass- corner of envelope (not on the back) admit that We don't know.
and always look at yout letter before ;are not sUre that it ÍS a democrU
able.
A. D. Hurford is building an dropping in the mail to see If It Is jc CQUnt ag we flre not gure that
,
properly addressed.
This care in the ., .
addition to his residence.
use of the mails is for your benefit and l 1? saIelv republican, ti'.
Mrs. C..T. Case is quite ill at speeds up the dispatch and delivery ter how much W'e might
ly desire it to be so. Ana if r.iy
her home northwest of Mills of mail matter.
If you have any complaints of poor body else attempts to pl'J'.C it
with asthma
service make them to your postmaster,
Or the h
J'OU
and Mrs- c A Smith eft He has instructions to investigate them 'cither One way
Cm gafey get' lhat v.3fí0Tl down
Wednesday for Guyman, Okla., and report to the department.
pushing the on a tw0 weeks business .trip,
jas beinff deddely misU.Vefl la
"
' '
of the new business build-- i
,
.fact we are rather inclined it
;An;,V
n,'cSALE
NOTICE OF
ing being erected by R. F. Moore Jref , TBa?mes3f f Vet"ei ab- tho lvlipf that it is
being
- mmnlptinn
countrf
FORECLOSURE OF CHATTEL jy dh-eto i PnvKtSiat
kind
a
of
vv
r
V""-f"
on account of
MORTGAGE
,"10
'can be safely classed as any.
vf.lón Ati
K!UW
tes':t"was
ess'
party's country and liable to go
attorney
by
D.
S.
ing erected
Mrí and Mrs. W. F. Burris re
for the party that puts out the
Durrin is almost completed and
now
Whereas, David Ballard,
the masons will soon commence cently sold and delivered a num- of the county of Harding, State best ticket. We have spent some
of the walls
while ber Itof eggs for !l setting purpose
the erection
Mexico, as mortgagor, ume
- . .
CTIIT II fT of New
k
nm
InHWir"
atio- auui
mortgages, dated me mauer uuu
the foundation and sidewalks ol w
chattel
results,
vm.
definite
the large building block of Judge
December 31st, 1919, and Decern- - faction without
Word was just received from ,
o1oiWestfall's are hesrirminir to take
ioon v0n0cfivplv ann W. have gone over two sets of
on the aüüearance of a real build-- Ira Thetfor from atillwater, filed in the County Clerks oltice wecuwisuiwi aimai
;
.
fhHiio-with
C4.i,
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Spanish-America-

WHY ARE MEN IDLE?

MORA COURT TO OPEN WITH

A cab'ed appeal in behalf of
the women and children famine
sufferers in the Near East, ad- You know what
securites are ? They are state Judge Edwin Mechem To preside dresse to Mrs. Warren G. Hardan municipal bonds issue to the Leatherwood May Ask Change ing, Mrs. Henry Worgenthau and
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, was
Of Venue For Murder Case
tune of tens of thousands of
received today from Mrs. Mark
millions. They pay the investor
as high as six per cent interest
April, 22. The district court L. Bristol, wife of the American
N. M.
and more, and the owner pays ior Mora county will convene High Commissioner in ConstanDates at this office.
not a cent of income tax on these Monday morning and probably tinople.
Mrs. Bristol's cable, which was
investments.
continue in session for the entire
public through the Womade
Naturally men prefer those ex- week.
Emergency Committee of
men's
empt bonds, paying no income
Judge Edwin Mechem, of
Relief, of which
tar or other tax, bearing no
will preside during the the Near East
Mrs. Catt is anairman, reads- Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey risk, to any investment in in- term. The
first case for trial is "I am in daily touch with the
Fop sale by the case
dustry. No wonder an expert a petition filed by the" district
tells you, "More money is invest attorney asking for the removal homeless refugee women and
and in 5 gal. cans
ed in
securities than of the county commissioners of children of air races here in ConRetailed by all
stantinople and with the reports
the nation's business.
Mora county of malfeasance in
Leading Grocers in
from Anatolia and the Caucas- That explains why so many office, in not following the stat- susus.
Italian Bees and Queens
A neaitrendenng picture
factories are closed, so many utes in the allowance of accounts of misery and suffering is pre
America,
against the county, the' petition sented. I wish you could see
men out of work m
Why should a man risk his cap- citing some forty-seve- n
accounts
and know how much American
P.O. Box
Springer, New Mex. ital hiring men in industry, to which were allowed to various generosity has meant to all these
make 10 or 15 per cent profit, parties in sums from $10 to over
people and how great, is their
and give half or
$100 ; the account not being
faith in America.
of it back to the government in sworn to as required by the stat
'I am sure that if the Amen- income tax, when he can buy utes of New Mexico.
can women did know they would
Blacksmith perfectly safe bonds, draw his It is also thought that the not let thefood stop or the hopes
or 6 per cent until the tax case of State vs. Baylor Leath- remain unfilled. We, at this
storm blows over, and pay the erwood, charge murder, will be end,
baso our hopes upon women
government not one cent?
called for trial. This case was like yourself to help provide,
President Harding has tried, tried once, the defendant was con American aid for thousands of
but
without success this far, to victed and sentenced to serte a refugees and children, an insure
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
do away with this system that term in the state penitentiary, a continuation of their faith in
DISC ROLLING
enables accumulated wealth to but upon appeal to the supreme American humanity.
AT THE OLD STAND, ,
dodge its share of the "natonal court the case was reversed and
"Will you pass this message
WITHJTHE LIBERTY
burden and that keeps men out remanded for a new trial. It is which may mean life and hope to
GARAGE
of work.
stated that the defendant will en- the people of all race of the Near
deavor to secure a change of ven East, to the women af AmerR. P. Sliaya is in Raton and ce to Colfax county, if possible. ica?"
Trinidad this week on business.
The Women's Emergency Com
C. W. B. Leatherman and son mittee has been organized under
W. W. Gilstrap and Rev. Wil- - Boyd wee at Campana several Mrs. Catt to conduct an Easter
time appeal to women throuout
ingham attended preaching at days last week.
the country to prevent the fore-e- d
Mosquero Friday evening.
abandenment by relief workSenator Mitchell was in town
of 25,000 children in the
ers
S. F. Davis was a business last Friday enroute home from
Near East because of the lack of
I am a graduate from the visitor in the county seat one the state capital.
j
leIUI1US,
Missouri Auctioneering School. day last week.
I will assure you of. service
Leslie Busey of Sedan is spend
W. P. Mealey and wife were in
that brings results.
ine- a few davs with his brother
The new adition to tho caüital
x
i
o
Roy last Friday on business and
Will be glad to cry your sale building will be started June 1st. Ray in ths place.
having their Ford doctored up.
anywhere at any time.
Trost and Trost are the archi- - ,
tects.
The Roy Chautauqua will be
Work on the clearing away of
held during the month of June; the debris at the Roy school
R.
Last Saturay, April 22, was we have not yet learned the ex building will be started within a
Roy, New Mexico, Arbor Day. On account of the act date.
few days.
dry weather on the mesa very
few trees were set out.
Sheriff Spivey was in Roy sevJuan B. Montoya a prominent
eral days last week assisting stockman of Pasomonte was in
J. 0. Green oi Clayton, man- Prohibition agent Rector in the
Roy Thursday baying supplies
ager
for the F. B. Collins Inv. several booze raids.
C.
for his ranch.
Co., was on the mesa several
days last week on business.
UNDERTAKER
The school trial of District No.
Dr. McKinney's many friends
And
..
Co., for aie glad to see him on the streets
and
against
Antonides
3
Village
LICENSED EMBALMER
elected
newly
The
again alter his long illness. The
Full line of Caskets alwaysq on Board will take their office next forfeiture in not filling bond
The
May
2nd.
set
is
for
contract
Dr. is Letting up in years and
Monday evening. The old board
hand, also suits and dresses.
district
is
and
the
$5,000
recent illness has effected
for
suit
his
will
same
check
out
evening.
the
Calls answered day or night
stands an excellent chance to win him very much.
Phone No. 58
.
The Cowboy's Reunion wiil be the suit.
Foster Blk.
Roy, N. Mex.
Mrs. Carlos Branch arrived in
held at Las Vegas again this
Roy Urarsay from Albuquerque
ANNOUNCEMENT
year on July 3, 4 and 5th and a
where slip has been visiting her
large number of Roy people are
Mr. and Mrs. & B. Wor-parents
planning to be present.
I hereby announce myself a
ner
ana
ley
sister miss amy. one
to
ON REAL ESTATE
candidate for Sheriff, subject
her parents have
us
that
tells
Democratic
the
Cappers' the action of
Cappers' Weekly,
rooming house
large
purchased:
a
Farmer and Household. Alf 3 for Convention of Harding County
Rates Reasonable.
c;;
are. enjoyAlbuquerque
and
at
promI
elected
$1.00 a year. In clubs with your If nominated and
Can Make Inspection Soon. '
inp
metropolis.
state
the
life
ing
favorite magazine at special ise to conduct the office strictfy
Write, Phone or See,
Chi a business basis with economy
rates.
NOTICE TO BIDDERSGovernment as my
County
leading
Lowest
all
on
of
club
rates
Renfejio
magazines.
chief a"n.
MOSQUERO,"
NEW MEXICO. R. S. Wood.
Henry W. Farmer.
Sealed proposals will be receiRoy, N, ST.
ved until 1 o'clock P. M. May 16,
1922, by Wm G. Johnson, Secretary of the Harding County
Board ci Education ai Mosausr,
New Mrsico for the ereatkta fM
and completion of a two sfetry
sehool building to be ereted a
Solano, Harding County, ... New
Mexico, at an approximate ost
of $18,000 for the Solano Sche&l
District No. 4.

GeoE. Cochrane

"tax-exemp-

THE

AUCTIONEER
Milk,

FATJO'S HONEY

Ala-mogor-

tax-exem- pt

Fatjo Apiaries

three-quart-

er

General

and

-

a umber
the1

i

t"

of the young:
Le
American
fnik s attended
Mosquero
Sat
last
at
gion dance
urday evening: and all report a
fine time, and that the Mosquero
Post is composed of a real live
bunch.
..
Quite

TRIAL OF COMMISSIONERS

How do you expect the Tostal Clerk
to know whether you mean Trinidad,
California, or Trinidad. Colorado?
ALWAYS SPELL OUT THE NAME
OF THE STATE IN FULL IN TUB
ADDRESS.

We forgot to say last week
that our old friend Tom Strong
had returned from his visit to
tha onst Mrs. Strong and the
"MORE BUSINESS
.
IN GOVERNMENT'
children will spend several more
weeks in the east befor their re
This apt phrase was used In Tresis
turn. Tom had a tine visit and
Harding's first message to Cun-

dent
gress and applies particularly In postal
management where postmasters are
being Impressed with the fact that
they are managers of local brunches
of the tilggesl business In the world.
-'

he shows

that he has had a good

rest.

'

"'

'. A.

vead .your neighbors
it only costs $2.00 per, why

not subscribe.

Letterain!

Yes, it's all in

knowing how

Machine Work,

This is our motto and we
want to assure you that we can

deliver all, in workmanship, that
the slogan mplies.
When your car leaves our
hands it must be mechanically
N

perfect; no little adjustments

J. D.Wade,

that cauce so much trouble in

the future are overlooked. All
parts are adjusted to a "gnats'
eye brow."
We believe in real,
repar work so we are
able to guarontee each and every
piece of wrork that leaves our
shop. Try us and be convinced.
honest-to-goodne-

AUCTIONEER

ss

"

-

,

Col. B.

I

Dodds Motor and
Electrical Co.
T

-

ROYr

NEW MEXICO

Reeder

DODD3

The man who wins
is the man who
has prepared
the man who saves, the best business opportunity comes when he is prepared to take advantage of it.

To

IT TAKES MONEY always to take advantage
of such opportunity.

MONEY to LOAN

ARE YOU PREPARED TODAY?
IF NOT, you cannot do a better thing than to

start an account

To-Da- y.

IF YOU are really ambitious to succeed you will
not neglect this first opportunity and invita-

";

tion.

..:

Lopez

-

I

I IE

Spring Tim- e- These sunny Spring days are an
excellent time for taking pictures. Make your
"KODAK" work overtime. If you havn't a Kpdak
don't forget that we have a nice line of Kodaks,
Brownies Camera's and Piemos', at prices ranging
from one to twenty dollars. Also a very complete line
If we haven't
of Films and Photagraphic supplies.
you.
get
for
will
want,
we
it
got what you
;
Get the best, We are agents for the Eastman.
'

NuffSed.

All lids shall be sealed ad
marked "Bid for Solano School"
on the outside of the envelope,
Each bidder shall enclose with
his bid a certified check for an
of his bid
amount ea'ual to. 5
and made payable to Wm G. Johnson, Secretary of the Harding
County Board of Education, and
forfeited to the Solano School!
District in case .the successful
bidder fails to execute a contract and furnish bond for 50 of
the amount of the contract within 10 days after his notification
'by the County Board of acceptance of the bid. The Board re
serves the right to reject any
and all bids.
Plans may be procured at the
office of the County Superintendent of schools at Mosquero,
New Mexico or at the office of
the Architect Geo. C. Burnett,
Herald Building, El
Paso, Texas, upon depositing a
certified check for $10.00 guaranteeing the return of the plans
to the office from which they
were received, and upon their return the deposit check will be

Bank of Roy
Capital and Swplus
$36,090.09

The Roy Garage
which is known as the Beck

Mtor

Co

Acetylene Welding

Batteries Repaired
Vulcanizing
General Auto nad Tractar Repairing
Full Line Accessories
Tires, Tubes, Oils and Gas
AH

Work Guaranteed.

Heyen & Bowman, Mgrs.

315-16-- 17

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

returned.

M. D. GIBBS,P.op.

Wm. G. Johnson,

Secretary of the Harding
-

County Board of

Edu- -

cation.
Mosquero. New Mexico.

Come in and

Tractor.

We"

in.
Phone No.

8

let us figure with you on your
will come out and pull your ca

W.

v..

THE
FERTILITY

UNO

IRISH FACTIONS

American Settler In Western Canada
Telle of Splendid Crops Raised
Year After Year.

Southwest News

of Lowe Farm,
'Manitoba, writes as follows:
j "When I came to Canada from Lexington, III., In the fall of 1013, It was
with the spirit of adventure and
through curiosity. I always Imagined
that crossing the boundary line took
me beyond tlia limits of civilization
Into 'No Man's Land,' and that this
country abounded with bears, moose,
caribou and other wild game. Imagine
my disappointment when I reached
my friend's home Just In time to help
him through a month of harvest-wh- eat,
barley, flax and oats. I realized then the possibilities that this
almost untouched territory held open
g
settler, with Its
to the
rich, virgin soil, good markets, railroad systems, graded roads, etc.
"In the spring of 1014 I came back
with the Intention of testing out my
g
judgment concerning the, soil's
powers. This I did with complete satisfaction, I am now farming
480 acres of land at Lowe farm, and
have raised crops of equal value to the
purchase price of the land on which
it was raised two or three different
times. I have found this land to be
superior .in fertility to any land that
I have ever seen, and I have seen land
In Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas,
Kansas, Wisconsin, and
Oklahoma,
parts of Minnesota and North Dakota,
j "The present low prices of machinery make this year an exceptional one
in Its opportunities to the man .who
wants to make a new start under
Why
raise
favorable conditions.
corn, for 50 cents a bushel on $300 per
acre land, when you can get good Improved wheat land for $50 per acre,
nnd wheat selling for $U5 at your
local elevator? I was enabled to purchase a Gray Dort automobile from
the profit of a hay crop produced In
one year. This district offers good
facilities for stock raising and there
are special opportunities for the hog
,
raiser."
Information regarding all districts
of Western Canada may be had from
any agent of the Canadian government. Advertisement

New Mexico
and Arizona

Harold J. Gregory,

home-seekin-

grain-growin-

.

AGREE

From All Over

DECISION

Hot

J

water

Sure Relief

-

25$ and 754 Packages. Everywhere

If You Need Strength and
Reserve Power
Take

TANLÁC
The World's Greatest Tonic

loyd
Baby Carriages

LOOM
Product

Furniture

Ask Your Local Dealer

Write Now For

32 Page Illustrated
Booklet
--

The Lloyd Manufacturing Company
(HcvuooJ- - WaktfitlJ Co. )

Dpt B

Menominee, Michigan

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

.

April 24.

500,000,

which

have

been

held up

awaiting the passage of the measure,
.
were relepsed.
Apple Blossom day, one of the big
gest events In New Mexico, was held
in" Roswell April 18. All the business
houses In the city were closed.
On account of the fact that there has
been little snow during the winter In
the Glla country near Silver City, N
M., all visitors and tourists have been
asked by the officials of the forest
service to guard against fires during
the summer. May and June will be the
worst months and special guards will
be stationed In then atlonal forest dur
ing these months. The forests have
been well posted and everything pos
sible done to save the country from
fires.
The state of Arizona stands to lose
$20,000 as the result of the action of
former State Treasurer Harry S. Ross
In accepting the bond of the Central
Finance Corporation as surety for state
funds deposited with the Bank of Will
cox. This is the significance of a deci
sion handed down by the Supreme
Court at Phoenix In the matter of the
receivership of the bank, In which It Is
held that the state Is not a preferred
creditor as claimed by the attorney
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ERII1 TO SETTLE STRIFE
INFLUENCED

LEADERS

FRA

BY

TRICIDAL CHARACTER

'3

OF STRUGGLE.

Nn Strriet.)
London. An agreement has been
reached between the military leaden
and Free Stat
of the Republican
forces In Ireland, says a dispatch to
the Westminster Gazette from Dublin,
which will constitute the basis foi
peaceful arrangements In connection
with the future policy of both sides
and profoundly Influence events In
southern Ireland for the better.
The correspondent claims authority
for this announcement and says he
understands that, In consequence of
the agreement arrived at hostilities
between the rival forces are to cease,
although the political Issue between
the two parties Is not affected.
The decision, it is added, followed
negotiations between the respective
leaders who have been deeply influenced by the fratricidal character ol
the struggle, as well as by consideration of the effects upon the national
situation.
Dublin. The dlssentlsts of the armj
will be represented at the sitting of th
Dall Elreann. No connection between
Eamon De Valera's Republican organization and Rory O'Connor's section ol
the army Is admitted, beyond Mr. De
Valera's declaration that their alms
aré identicnl and O'Connor's reciprocal
pronouncement that if his section ol
the army supports any presentation D
Valera will be the man.
Some of the organizers of the
section of the army are
among the most prominent members
of the Dull.
On either side of the controversy Is
there the slightest Indication of any
Arthur Griffith
Idea of acceptance.
and Michael Collins will stand by the
treaty, according to their assertions,
until the people have had an opportunity to pronounce their desires.
The activity of the Belfast boycott
(Western

Í7-- J

Nmnptper Colon

committee, whose force Is in Rory
O'Connor's army, daily Is being shown
In Dublin by orders to various firms,
commanding a cessation In their dealings with Belfast and the threatening

of prompt punishment
refusal to acquiesce.

In

of

the-even- t

'
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Mary Garden Quits Opera Leadership.
Chicago. Mary Garden has an
nounced her retirement as directoi
general of the Chicago Opera Company, a position which she has held
for the past year. "I am an artist,
and I have decided that my place Is
with the artists, not over them," she
declared In a statement which was
taken as an Indication that she would
remain with the organization as a
singer.
Colorado Senate Passes Tunnel Bill.
Denver. With the passage of the
Moffat tunnel bill by a vote of 29 to 4,
and of the Peterson flood prevention
bill by 24 to 2, the State Senate
brought nenrer the day when northwestern Colorado will have adequate
railroad transportation and southern
Colorado will be protected against
flood. Both bills were passed on third
and final reading.

(bhestéí fiel
CIGARETTES

of Turkish and Domestic

d

tobq$cos-blende-

i

20 for ISc
10 for 9c
Vacuum tins
of 50 - 45c

RISES

IN DEFENSE

OF FLIRT

According to English Author, Fickleness Is Simply Natural Desire
to Be Liked by All.

'T like being adored," she said,
"even though I dislike the person who
adores me."
"You can express that more simply
by saying, 'I'm a flirt," said Philip.
"But it's such an ugly word. Besides, everyone likes being adored;
everyone Is a flirt In that sense. It's
only the people who never are adored
who call It flirting. They would like
to be adored, but as they can't, they
call the rest of us rude names. But
It's no use going about trying to be
adored because nobody has the least
Idea as to how to set about It. It's
not the least use being kind and honest and amiable, for that only makes
you inildly popular, while the most
disagreeable people get worshiped.
And It Isn't any good being beautiful,
I dare say beauty hurries people up,
because there Is obviously something
rather attractive about it, but It's not
a bit of good by Itself. Perhaps
brains have got something to do with
It, or' is there a sixth sense which directs It all?" From "Lovers and
Friends," by E. F. Benson.
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RATHER PUT HIS FOOT IN IT
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Caller's Comment on Matter of Time
Embarrassing to
Somewhat
All Parties Concerned.

Leo XIII and Pius XI Said to Have
Been Familiar With the British
Metropolis.

We had been spending the evening
with acquaintances with whom we
had but little In common. In consequence, the time seemed to drag Interminably, and when my wife asked
me the time I glanced thankfully at
my watch.
The hands Indicated 9:30. I looked
again, shook It and held It up to my

The new pope, Plus XI, visited London as well as Oxford In early life,
In the latter place especially the great
Bodleian library naturally attracting
such a great scholar. He was himself
librarian of the great Vatican library,
and known everywhere as a booklover.
It was said that the late Pope Leo
XIII knew his way about London better than a great many natives, us lie
had spent much time there before being raised to the papacy, exploring
the slums and other problems In the
metropolis.
Pope Leo XIII was the only one of
that exalted rank who ever sat In the
British house of commons and In the
strangers' gallery, at
distinguished
that. He also Is said to have enjoyed
the "hospitality of Lord Pulmerston

ear.
"Funny," I muttered, "the darn
thing seems to have stopped. According to this It's only 9:30."
The hostess laughed a little as she
Two Hundred Pounds of Sympathy.
referred to her watch. "That's ex"I want to spea't to 'Aunt Agnes,' actly the time I have, too, and that's
who gives advice to the lovelorn."
the time the clock over there on the
"That fat man over there in the cor- piano says. I guess, maybe" she
ner is 'Aunt Agnes.'"
didn't finish, but merely laughed.
"The Ideal I thought the editor
Since then when she asks the time,
of that, department was an elderly I tell It without any comment. It's under that distinguished statesman's
spinster with a broken heart."
less embarrassing. Baltimore Amerh own roof. That was, of course, before
"You can see for yourself that he's can.
his exaltation to the papacy.
of the masculine gender and takes
truly,
regularly,
but
nourishment
Bobby's Idea of It.
Hail Men With "Pep."
madam, you don't know the depth of
The clerical guest was Invited to
"Men with 'pep' rush In where anthat man's soul. He's so affected by
blessing, and the little boy of gels fear to tread." Even "in the pipsome of the letters he receives from ask the
listened nicely until "Amen" ing times of peace" they cast "modest
house
the
maidens In distress, that if he didn't
was pronounced. Then he said to the stillness and humility" to the fourth
drink steadily he never . could get
minister:
remove and" "let their action Imitate
through his work." Birmingham
"You say your prayers at dinner the tigers." They advance upon our
time so you won't have to say 'era civilization like an army with banyou go to bed, don't you?"
ners. "Brnshness" we used to call It,
"If" Is a small word, but the most when Transcript.'
with affectionate contempt and tender
unsatisfactory one In the dictionary. Boston
pity; "pep" we hnil It now, and laud
y
bachelors are wearing It with loud hosannas. Henry Ford's
A
An ounce of forethought Is worth
Dearborn Independent.
socks with peekaboo toes and heels.
several pounds of substantial regret.
good-man-

Big Coal Stock on Hand.

The end of the third week
of 4he nationwide suspension of coal
mining operations finds large stocks
on hand, a diminishing demand and
stagnant markets for all grades at
Trade
prices practically, unchanged.
reports here show practically no demand for industrial or domestic coal,
except for use in steel plants, which
requires a quality produced almost exclusively In West Virginia and Kentucky fields. There Is still on hand
about 52,000,000 tons of the 63,000,000
above ground at the beginning of the

My. Jenkins Took a Cracked
Club To Tame Lions
The exhibition ended rather badly. It
very nearly was a big day for the lions
and a sad day for Mr. Jenkins all for
want of proper care in getting ready.
Many a man who has business to do and
a living to make and a job to fill is as careless how he feeds his body as Mr. Jenkins
was in picking out a club.

suspension.
Famous Washington Hotel Burns.
Vice President
Washington.
several members of the Senate
and House of Representatives and
many other persons prominent In public, business and social life, were
among some 000 guests of the New
Willard hotel who were routed from
their beds by a fire which swept the
gray stone
top floor of the
structure. The blaze had Its origin in
the ball room, where a few hours be
fore the Gridiron Club held Its annual
spring dinner and frolic.
Cool-ldge-

ten-stor- y

general.
Governor Campbell has approved the
claim of Frank S. Faurot of Welser,
Idaho, former deputy sheriff of Wash
Ington county, Idaho, for the $1,000 re
ward offered by Arizona for the arrest
and conviction of Harry Nash, the
murderer of Martin Schwab at Flag-

New Crises Passes in Genoa.
Genoa. Another crisis in the economic conference was passed when
the German" delegation annotmced after a long session and frequent communications with the Russians nnd Italians that the Germans would not reply to the recent note of the ten pow
staff.,
Extension of activities of the Calu- - ers stliilationg that the signatories
governCiet & Arizona Mining Company into "expressly reserve for their
null
and
to
declare
right
ments
the
arousing
the Jerome district again is
much Interest In mining circles. In void any clause in the
recognized as
Jerome, particularly, every move by treaty which may be
existing
treaties."
contrary
the
to
prop
&
A. on the Verde Central
the C.
erty Is being closely watched.
n
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Chicago.
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Bell-an-s

We Mate it as our honest
belief that the tobaccos used
in Chesterfield are of finer
quality (and hence of better
taste) than in any other
cigarette at the price.

(Waters Nempapa Union (tan Sarrio. )

First actual work on the reconstruction of the Apache trail east of Mesa
to Roosevelt has been launched.
In the arrest of a man who gives his
name; as "Albert Clark," Santa Fé police think they may have a clue of Importance In solving the Vidal Lopez
murder mystery.
At the recent election held In Tula-rosN. M., a majority of the residents
of the city went on record as In favor
of the $75,000 bond issue for the building of a new waterworks.
The First National Bank of Demlng
has closed a deal with the bank at Columbus by which the business of the
latter will be transferred to Demlng
and will be handled by the First National here.
Reports of the hunters of the Biological Survey show that 128 predatory
animals have been killed In New Mexico since the first of the year. In the
Black range and the Gila country
many mountain lions have been killed.
Children, either In a spirit of play
or unmindful of the consequences of
their act, almost caused the derailment
and possible wrecking of Southern Pacific passenger train at Yuma, Arta,
when they placed several spikes on
tracks Just south of Yuma.
An "International Run" from Phoenix to Nogales, Mexico, Is being
planned by the Automobile Club of Arizona and the good roads entertainment
committee, J. 3. Montgomery, chair
man, as the crowning feature of the
big national good roads convention to
be held In Phoenix during the week of

t,
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is a matter of
tobacco quality
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Relief
Sure
FOR INDIGESTION

Taste
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PEACEFUL

Jewell A. Bostlck, charged with Importation, possession and transportation of 162 quarts of tequila, has been
bound over to the federal grand Jury
under bond of $2,000 and committed to
the Pima county Jail, according to com
The Hardest Ever.
mlssioner's records filed in the office
The Professor "The diamond Is the of the United States District Court at
hardest known substance, inasmuch as Tucson.
it will cut glass." The Cynic "Glass!
Members of the Maricopa county
Mv dear sir. a diamond will even make board of supervisors, at a recent meet
an impression on a woman's heart."
lng, voted to Join with the supervisors
Town Topics.
and commercial bodies of Cochise, Santa
Cruz, Pima, Pinal and Yuma counties
In requesting the governor of Arizona
Important to all Women
and the State Highway Department to
Readers of this Paper designate the Southern Arizona Inter
i
state highway a primary interstate
I Thousands upon thousands of women route.
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
W. S. Eason, a resident of Demlng,
uspect it.
N. M., has been held to the grand Jury
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the under bond of $500, charged with illegal voting at the recent election. While
result of kidney or bladder disease.
' If the kidneys are not in a healthy conIt Is said that Eason had lived In the
dition, they may cause the other organs state and county the required length
.
to become diseased.
of time, he had been in the precinct
You may suffer pain in the back, headonly two weeks. His ballot was chai
of
loss
ambition.
ache and
Poor health makes you nervous, irrita- lenged at the polls but he nlsisted on
ble and may be despondent; it makes any casting his ballot.
one so.
The New Mexico Cowboys' Reunion
But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
to hold the eighth
Swamp-Rooby restoring Association voted
Kilmer's
health to the kidneys, proved to be just annual roundup at Las Vegas July 3,
the remedy needed to overcome such 4 and 5. Business men have raised the
conditions.
required purse, and the reunion will
Many send for a sample bottle to see what offer, as usual, $5,000 In prizes for ropSwamp-Roothe great kidney, liver and ing, bronc riding, steer bulldogglng,
bladder medicine, will do for them. By
t
cowgirl races, fancy rop
enclosing ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co., cowboy and
Binghamton, N. Y., you may receive sam- ing and riding, and all the events that
rodeo
ple size bottle by Parcel Post.
You can go to make up a first-clas- s
purchase medium and large size bottles at
the war finance bill, an emergWhen
Advertisement.
s all drug stores.
ency measure Introduced in the Sen
ate by Senator James Scott of Navajo
I
New Form.
county, became effective with the signJ Percy How would you aw like to
E.
I own aw a little puppy, Miss Dovelyt ing of the bill by Gov. Thomas
j Miss D. This Is so sudden, Mr. Campbell, loans to Arizona cattle and
j Chapinglmm.
sheep men by the War Finance CorporDetroit News.
ation amounting to approximately $1,,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Some foods are too heavy, some
are too starchy, many lack necessary elements and so starve the
body and many load the system
down with fermentation and autointoxication.

Nuts digests quickly and wholesomely. Served with cream or
good milk, it is a complete food
crisp and delicious.

Grape-Nu- ts
helps build health
and strength. It contains the full
richness of wheat and malted barley, including the vital mineral
elements, without which the body
cannot be fully sustained. Grape- -

tions well prepared in health.

Grape-Nut-

s

is just the food for
those who care to meet life's situaGrape-Nu- ts

Order

Grape-Nut-

s

from your

grocer today. Try it with cream
or milk for breakfast or lunch, or
made into a delightful pudding
for dinner.

the Body Builder
"There's a Reason'

Made by Postum Cereal Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.
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Spuiiish-Amtnc-

Mark Woods was busv settinsr
out Rosa bushes all day Sunday,

fpiliiilllllllilllllllllllllUiW

;

Augut Forseman was up from
tha ranch on business last Tues-'wit- h

Miss Maud Kearn is visiting
relatives in Raton this'
week.

.

day.

,

SUGAR LOAF MOUNTAIN
i

tiro ctorfAsI vh ihm Farmers are diskiner and listing.
J. Heiman piare, but as the makinsr all preparations for plant
was not toward the farm, it ingaltho the ground is unusually
aid not narm other than just the dry. Hiere is no such thing as
grass and dry shrubery. It bur-- failure when "Hope springs etcrn
ned until T. J. and others put it al in the brest,"
out.
There will be an unusual large
We are glad to welcome Mr. 'crop of beans and spring wheat
and Mrs. Foid to Cur community J owing to the general failure of
The lady was Miss Mabel Hall 'the winter wheat. '
ar.d á fine young girl, and Mr. j Another year like the past one
Ford is from the Valley and is: will place most of the farmers
well recommended
by friends 'unier nrortsrage, but with good
everywhere.
'crops Nw Mexico will yet "Go
Mrs. Arthur Hazen snent Sun lover the toD.
day with her mother and reports
On Sunday Rev. Owen preach-- a
fine time, when she got home ed one of his old fashion Meth-sh- e
found it necessary to declare odist sermons at Mofax church
war on her chickens as they of The Southeast Colfax Sunday
course took advantage of her ab- - School Association will meet at
sence and scratched her hot bed the Mofax Church on Afril 30,
y
completely up.
meeting will be
when an

Personal Mention m

I

Harding Comity, Nw Mexico, Satu rday April 22, 1922.
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STALLION

j

Ilarve Bobbins of the Reck
Ira Bernstorf was a business
visitor in Raton the later part Springs neighborhood has puroí List week.
chased a Chevrolet touring ear.
N. L. Benson was. transacting
Mrs. Chas Newman and family
business in Raton last Friday and Mrs. W. H Heflm and childand Saturday.
ren were trading in Roy Thursday. Mr. Pete Gimson of Cimarron,
Russell Keam-ha- s
purchased
is visiting friends and relatives
"a tin Lizzié" and with some
in Roy this week.
little remodelling has converted

L

ni

j

'

all-da-

Mary Tanner formerly it into a neat little speedster.
M:ss Mary Pace' of Ricon, is a
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Stricknew reader of the S. A.
land and Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
were visitors at the MorMr. Albert Mitchell of Albert, ris home
south of town last
N. M., was trading with the Roy Sunday.
merchants last Monday.
Handbills are out
Mr. Fred Fluhman of north of Tin Cran P.nilo"
o hin- rlonroi
town, was in Roy last .Tuesday, ior the
trailing with our merchants.
of the mesa tonSÍ
"VIrs

v

held.
LIBERTY

On

Saturday

night of last

week a number of friends of
Liberty Union Sunday Schct: Edwin Olson assembled at the
MORG
is progressing nicely under the letter's home brindnsr refresh
Registered Percheron Society of America No. 83634
leadership of W. Fred Ogden, jments, etc. and proceeded to
interest is boing manifest-- ! lebrate his 33rd birthday.
COLOR, BLACK
ed and the membership is grad-- !
On Thursday night of last
1
by Violin, by Romeo, by
Sired by Cocou
ivicjiuy, iui ijr in aueuu- - ween ma menas oi me inonon
i ueul
ance last Sabbath. Everyone familv met at the home of Mr.
Brilliant etc.. Direct line from Jean le blanc.
in th
y and adjoining, & Mrs. D. R. Carpenter, bringing
Dam, Jess 83633, by Diamond, Prince Lewis etc. Sepr
communities
are cordially invited well filbd baskets, for the pur- arate and distinct line from Jean le blanc.
Apr 29th
o attend the Liberty Union Sun- - 'pose of giving a farewell recep- '
Mr. L. II. Brock, Manager of
STAND SEASON 1922
day School, which meets at 2 P. tinn in fhia familv who have
the Wilson Co., store at Mosque- Not enough rain as yet to make M. each Sabbath.
At Sunny Slope Ranch,
miles nerth,"4'2 west of Mills;
lived in this neighborhood for
the roads impassable, but the
ro, was in Roy Monday on
Mr. Cleveland and family ,who the .past six years.
TERMS $10 to insure living colt; $2 groom fee $8 due
shower of Monday was only e
have been residing at the Arnett
Mr. Thorton had traded his
30 days after foaled. Selling mare, or moving from the
starter-a- t
any rate let's hope so. homestead,
have moved to a farm here for a farm in Donald
community, forfeits insurance and service fee becomes
An internal revenue collector
near Mills, we regret to County, Missouri, and on Friday
due. Care will be taken to prevent accident but will not
John U. Tobler of Mosquero farm
loose this estimable family from they strrted for thier new home
was in town on business last
town
was in
be responsible should any occur.
Wedon
business
T.iesday collecting internal re-- v
community.
overland, with three autos. This
nesday and he andMrs. Toblei ourMr.
Turner and family of Mis family will be very much missed
nue tax on home brewed "lick- - stayed
W. F. BURRIS, Mills, New Mexico
over for the I. .0. 0. F.
souri arrived Saturtbv .and will from this community, and espe
banquet in the evening.
reside on the James Christman dally in church and Sunday
farm
this year, we welcome School work, where Mrs. Thor- Wagner
Peter
of Alva. Okla.
BRADLEY
young
people and their lit- - ton and her daughter Laura have
these
sonds the S. A. a subscription
family
tie
to
this locality and been veiy active and efficient
a Mr. Morehart of the same
A fine, fine rain came ar.d
hope the will be satisfied among workers. Steve Powell with his
place.
even if it is not ouite enough, it
car wrent with Mr. Thorton.
was enough to do every thing us.
D.
Vanderpool
Mrs.
I.
and
wnnrlprfnl
lnt nf trnnA Tt wn'1'i
C. E Hobson, our obliging jew-el;- r, a
children, whom have been visit- NOTICE
everyone
make
feel better ant
doing
is
a rushing business
past
two
months
img
As
here
the
sold out our busihave
wc
will be a great thing.
jr that
in his line, selling mostly
j returned to her
to
beg
in
Colora
wc
ness,
ask all those who
home
T ee Sa
'ger has gone to Ama- do last week.
rings. We wonder who
owe us, to please come and make
rillo to spend a while working,
will be next.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Woodward a satisfactory settlement.
we know he. will make good. visited at the E. S. Cameron
R. P.haya CO.,
A place where you can get your repair work
j ere s h.'.mng and wishing you
Sunday.
last
home
Mrs. John Van.Dyne and child- -'
RARE BARGAIN IN PIANO
Lee.
g0"
Mr. and Mrs. C. II. Mericle
ren, of Springer, have visited at
done at reasonable rates and in a manner that
Mrs. W. R. Bradley attended were business visitors to Roy
the Chas. Weatherill home the
We have a high grade piano
- will give satisfaction.
Monday.
tirst of the week, returning to church Jast Saturday.
in our possession near Roy. For
Mrs. Frank Smith has beer
The continued cloudiness, the quick disposal we will greatly
their home Tuesday.
on the sick list, but is able to be thunder
and . lightning has sacrifico the price. Terms to re
up and going.
hope to our hearts, be- - sponsive party. Write at once
brought
A. Osgood, Manager, of the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morforc! lieveing the rain will follow soon,
if interested to the Denver MusOsgood Monument Co., of Ama- were up
Saturday and Sunday, but non too soon to suit the ic Co., Denver, Colo.
rillo, Texas, was in Roy Monday and
attended the big revival me- pleasure of the people.
s
V id Tuesday of this week, look"
eting at Mosquero.
Whether your troubles be mechanical or
$ÍÓ.OO REWARD
ing after business interests in
Miss Clovis Moore spent SaNEW MEXICO
his line.
LOST Two Elk teeth in gold
bring them to us and you will have no
turday and Sunday with hc-- sis
mounting,
finder please return
ter Mrs. Arthur Hazen. Clovis is (A paiody on Beulah Land) " to
cause for further worries.
We can do it better.
E. J. Floersheim .and receive
Walter Ross sends renewal and the only one who passed the 8th
We
came to this great wonder
reward.
sivg "Keep her comin' boys" we grade Examination in this part
(
all fight for it . Walter is a pros- of the cuntry, and is to be con- spot.
Where wife and I cast our
If yen can't laugh then don't
perous farmer of Colmer, N. M. gratulated upon her good grade.
lot.
the Negro Minstrel next
attend
and has been a constant reader
Jay Bradley is having a nice Wp
came to find and build a
RAYMOND PENDETON, MGR.
Saturday night April, 29th, for
..
of the S. A.
little house built; on his place
home,
you
crack.
might
fear
where they will make their home.
CEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN HARDING
From which we'd never
COUNTY,
Joe Woods has been among
R. P. Shaya was a business
have to roam.
Silk
Watch
Fob,
Black
LOST
visitor in Raton and Trinidad our ambitious people who are
(Chorus)
with J. F. Gold initials, finder
ist week, returning toRoy Tues- netting o'it and attending the fiplease return to J,Floersheim
day, while in Trinidad, he had the ne revival at Mosquero.
0 Mexico! New Mexico- thy hills and vale3 and receive reward.
misfortune of having his hand
Mr. and Mrs. Hall called at the
LTip stolen, but who ever did it, Lysle Hazen home Monday. Mrs.
I go,
1 look away across thy plains,
vas kind enought to leave his Hall reports her health yet
33
Where never, no, it never
dothes alone.
ft
rains,
Mrs. ' Wickham
entertained And see thy
dust and sands
Elo Schneider and family, ar- - Mrs. Holland. Mrs. Aspgren and
blow,
that
' MrsDon Bradley Sunday after- rived in Mills last week to make
An hw it makes me want
noon. A fine time was shown to
that town their future home.
to
go!
Mr. Schneider is a son of Wal all such as the Wickham family
always prepair. A supper wa3 We've fenced and plowed and
ter Schneider, one of our
sowed our grain,
farmers of this mesa, served at 6 o'clock and 7 o'clock
And looked for rain, but
and he tells us that he and his all were ready for the big meetlooked in vain,
son intend to put out about 500 ing which just made the evening
For nothing sprouts; and nocomplete.
acres in beans.
thing grows,
Oscar Aspgren is the overseer
And now we're overcome
of
Jay
Bradley's
house.
Two more nice showers fell
with
woes.
y
Clarance Shrum was one
during the middle of the week.
We
sold Old Boss the very
(Jrass soon win begin to shoet
the many who were converfirst,
up and the wheat outlook will ted at the big revival.
To satisfy our banker's
j ssume a new aspect.
Farmers
Ralph Hazen and Mr. Jackson
thirst,
of the mesa are busy preparing "flde a business triü to De- And now, we have to sell Odl
i ! a
largo acreage of spring Haven Fridav.
-- l
Joe,
crops, and with them, the nato
ovgr
Bertta Wegt
To
pay
our grocery bill,
that won t come off seems to be Saturday and Sunday with the
you know.
prevalent.
en.
Ralph Hazen family. She repo- Said I to wife,. it's sure hard
I rts a fine time such as we know
luck,
rank iiicK'e came m from Ul- - as mat is what Maggie and
But she replied, Don't
roy, UUno's Monday, where be Ralph always have for their
lose your pluck.
friends. It seeniad mwl in sw
has bren visiting with
:nd relaUves for the past se 'er Bertha back in the neighborhood If we uit now we11 be to
Díame.
al months
Frank claims the once again, she reports her sclv
Let's work, have faith and '
credit for bringing the good ool fine. Come again Bertha,
beat
the game.
'shower that fell the first ol the
Curtis West visited in the
rid he says that it has Bradley neighborhood last week So, reasoning
thus, we breathed
rained almost every day the past' ' Mrs. Meifora and Mrs.
once more,
wnere lie nas been.
'gren spent a couple days with
The dust we so despked
Mrs. Thos Holland and a couple
FOR SALE OR TRADE A GOOD REO SIX CYLINDER
beiore,
CAR WILL TAKE CATTLE IN TRADE.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell aná so; kyí with Mrs. Osbom during And O, how different all appeared,
nf Wichita. Kansas, arrived in ithe meeting. They were.highlv
When faith sprang up
Roy Wednesday noon and will entertained and hope to go bade
again.
and God we feared!
Rníní1 a ffw wppka with t!iíir
Don't forget the big revive) So, now we dig and plow and
ughter and family Mr. and Mrs.
L. P. Scheier. Mr. and Mrs. at Mosquero, it is fine and good
sow, '
for
every
one. If you think vou
Mitchell had been visiting a
No matter how the winds
daughter in Phoenix and thought are perfect., go and hear Bro,
doth blow,
they would surprise Mrs. Schei Pope tell you about it. If vou For faith we have that time
er on their way home and arriv- think you are not perfect, go and
will tell,
ed at the moment when they he can tell you about it too,
That God, He doeth all
Mr. Grover Ames was in Roy
were least expected, but arethings well.
Monday and Tuesday oh business
paving a fine visit,
D. R. Carpenter,
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We are experts in

the automobile repair game.
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We Handle Nothing
But The Best
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